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ABSTRACT 

 

AN INNOVATIVE EPITAXIAL GROWTH METHOD FOR MINIMIZING DISLOCATIONS  

IN THIN-FILM QUANTUM-DOT OPTOELECTRONIC AND  

PHOTOVOLTAIC DEVICE APPLICATIONS 

 

 

 

Jateen S. Gandhi, PhD. 

 

The University of Texas at Arlington, 2011 

 

Supervising Professor:  Choong-un Kim 

A new buffer layer method for epitaxial growth of lattice-mismatched semiconductor 

quantum-dots based p-i-n structures is presented.  To our knowledge this is the first instance of 

a dislocation-reduction approach that has shown reduced dark current behavior in a quantum-

dot device compared to its counterpart homojunction p-n device consisted of the barrier 

material. 

The present work compared a lattice misfit strain build-up behavior between an 

In0.15Ga0.85As (p) / InAs (i) / In0.15Ga0.85As (n) (QD) device to an In0.15Ga0.85As (p) / In0.15Ga0.85As 

(n) (HOM) device, as both were grown on an un-doped gallium arsenide (GaAs) (100) 

substrate.  The intrinsic region of QD device incorporated 5 layers of 2.1 ML indium arsenide 

quantum dots that were fabricated using self-assembly via Stranski-Krastanov strain release 

mechanism.  Atomic force microscopy measurements exhibited 35 ± 3 nm sized pyramidal 

islands with a narrow distribution and a density of 2.5 x 1010 per cm2.  A low temperature (6K) 

photoluminescence characterization of the QD sample revealed an activity at 1400 nm 
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wavelength that was attributed to optical pumping of carriers, which experienced a 3-

dimensional quantum confinement due to a potential well formed by In0.15Ga0.85As matrix, and 

their subsequent radiative recombination.  Both of the QD and HOM samples were 

characterized using x-ray diffractometer (XRD) and a high resolution transmission electron 

microscopy (HRTEM) method.  The XRD data recorded a signature of the biaxially strained 

pseudomorphic section of In0.15Ga0.85As buffer layer that absorbed a lattice misfit due to 

epitaxial growth on GaAs substrate.  This signature consisted of a set of twin peaks at higher 

and lower 2θ degrees resembling elastically strained and plastically relaxed sections, 

respectively, of the buffer layer residing in the vicinity of buffer-GaAs interface.  A comparison of 

those peaks between QD and HOM samples exhibited an increase in the volume of the 

plastically relaxed region in HOM sample and a cross-sectional HRTEM image revealed 

absence of dislocations within the intrinsic region of QD sample.  A current-voltage 

characterization using a four-probe tool recorded lower dark current from the QD device 

compared to HOM that, along with XRD and HRTEM results, confirmed an enhanced elastic 

absorption of the lattice misfit in the QD device.  The buffer layer method is advantageous in the 

field of epitaxial growth due to the virtues of simplicity, efficient device fabrication, improved 

thermal stress performance and easier strain build-up management. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

[A] dislocation is haunted by its past  
– J. D. Eshelby, Phil. Trans. A, 244, 1951 

 

1.1 Overview 

Dislocation generation by strain energy is an inherent issue when growing thin-film 

epitaxial structures of low-dimensional semiconductors [1.1].  Epitaxial growth of quantum 

confined lower band-gap materials, e.g. indium arsenide (InAs) quantum dots (QDs), within a 

different lattice matrix of higher band-gap material, e.g. gallium arsenide (GaAs), generates 

epitaxial strain due to the lattice constant difference between the two materials.  Because of 

limited mechanical properties, the semiconductor can only absorbs lattice strain up to a critical 

point, beyond which the absorbed strain energy is released by interface misfit dislocation 

generation [1.2].  These dislocations function as traps for excited carriers in optoelectronic 

devices, thereby degrading their performance.  The main purpose of this research is to address 

the issue of epitaxial strain encountered in the growth of III-V QD based semiconductor devices 

and to show through experimental measurements and quantitative analyses some methods that 

can lead to improved device performance even when epitaxial strain is present. 

In 1934 Orowan, Taylor and Polanyi demonstrated the concept of dislocations [1.3].  It 

took more than a decade for the development of this concept into a thermodynamic model by 

Frank and van der Merwe (FVM) [1.4].  FVM introduced a one-dimensional model consisting of 

metals with different lattice constants.  Using strain energy balance, FVM identified a critical 

thickness beyond which the growth incorporated dislocations through strain release.  Later in 

1974 Matthews and Blakeslee (MB) reported generation of misfit dislocations in semiconductors 
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by studying multilayer growth of GaAs/GaAsP on GaAs substrates using vapor deposition [1.2].  

As an extension to the FVM model, MB used continuum elasticity theory to formulate critical 

thickness of lattice-mismatched semiconductors in layers that would trigger dislocation 

generation.  MB’s series of publications formed the foundation for the strain analysis field 

throughout the era of semiconductor miniaturization [1.5].  Even though the motivation behind 

the development of low-dimensional semiconductor devices, e.g. quantum dots (QDs), has led 

to a drastic transformation in optoelectronic properties and capabilities [1.6], their success has 

been mostly judged by their effect on device performance [1.1]. 

Low-dimensional semiconductor devices consist of lower band-gap structures 

incorporated within a higher band-gap matrix.  Over the last few decades epitaxial growth, e.g. 

by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), has shown considerable success in the fabrication of such 

devices [1.7].  Even though MBE is not a particularly cost-effective technique for manufacturing 

applications, its atomic reproducibility and suitability in broad device applications has led to its 

wide acceptance in academic studies and for certain important specialized industries.  In 

epitaxy the atoms of the growing layer, called the epilayer, are covalently bonded to the atoms 

on the surface of the underlying substrate. If the two materials to be grown epitaxially have 

identical lattice constants then there is no mismatch strain.  However, if the two materials with 

varying band gaps also have different lattice constants then the covalence during epitaxial 

growth inevitably results in misfit strain incorporation that subsequently leads to defect 

generation.  These defects function as carrier traps, which diminish the performance of 

optoelectronic devices. 

The selection of an epilayer alloy with a lattice constant that matches the substrate 

would primarily avoid any misfit strain induced dislocation generation.  But this method suffers 

from the limitation in the desired freedom of the band-gap choice for the epilayer.  Most optimal 

designs of optoelectronic devices require band-gap selection and the engineered utilization of 

lattice mismatched systems.  In this project we have employed epitaxial lattice strain to 
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effectively grow lower band-gap quantum dot structures within a higher band-gap matrix which 

utilizes misfit strain to manipulate and manage defect generation. 

1.2 Misfit Strain and its Consequences 

The misfit strain f is the difference between the lattice constants of the substrate (δ0) 

and the epilayer (δa), as given by equation 1.1. 

0

0




 af                                                                                                              (1.1) 

Semiconductor III-V materials possess certain mechanical properties.  Those 

properties are described by the elastic stiffness tensor [C] [1.8]. 

[C] = 
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This elastic stiffness tensor takes the form of 1.2 as a 2nd order tensor due to the 

tendency of III-V materials to crystallize into zinc-blende structures.  The elastic stiffness 

constants (or the coefficients of the elastic stiffness tensor) C11, C12 and C44 are associated with 

the elastic properties of the atomic bonds as expressed in units of force per unit area.  Suppose 

a III-V semiconductor, e.g. indium arsenide (InAs, δa = 6.058 Å, C11 = 8.34 x 1011 dyn/cm2, C12 = 

4.54 x 1011 dyn/cm2, C44 = 3.95 x 1011 dyn/cm2), is epitaxially grown over a lattice mismatched 

substrate, e.g. gallium arsenide (GaAs, δ0 = 5.653 Å, C11 = 11.90 x 1011 dyn/cm2, C12 = 5.34 x 

1011 dyn/cm2, C44 = 5.96 x 1011 dyn/cm2).  Epitaxy leads to coherent (one-to-one) atomic 

bonding of InAs to the dangling bonds at GaAs surface.  Due to lattice mismatch the atomic 

bonds of the epilayer suffer elastic straining.  This leads to bi-axial distortion of the bonds 

forming a strained overlayer.  The energy per unit area of the strained overlayer is given by, 

YhE 2                                                                                                              (1.3) 
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where ε is the elastic strain, h is the thickness of the overlayer and Y is the Young’s modulus 

under biaxial stress given as, 
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where l, m and n are the directional cosines of the angles between the normal to the interface 

and the cube axes.  Equation 1.4 is applicable to anisotropic semiconductor systems.  Matthews 

assumed an isotropic system with the Young’s modulus given by, 
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where G and ν are the shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio respectively.  From 1.3 it is implied 

that with thicker over layer growth the elastic strain energy increases.  To relieve elastic strain 

dislocations in the lattice structure are produced.  These are generated by breaking atomic 

bonds that destroys the one-to-one coherency in the atomic array.  The energy per unit area of 

an epilayer with a dislocated array is given by, 
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where s is the spacing between dislocations, D is the average shear modulus, b is the 

magnitude of Burger’s vector and R is the cut-off radius of the dislocations energy.  Along with 

Eε and Ed the surface energy of the newly formed epilayer, Esurf, forms an interplay that leads to, 

mainly, three scenarios: 

1. If Eε does not exceed the dislocations generation energy, Ed, and is less than Esurf then 

the epilayer absorbs the misfit strain.  This growth results in coherent interface with 

100% atomic registry.  Suffice it to say that only a section of the epilayer in the vicinity 

of the epi-substrate interface stores the strain energy.  This pseudomorphic, biaxially 

strained epilayer exhibits an intermediate lattice constant between δa and δ0.  In this 

case the total misfit is said to be absorbed elastically, f = ε. 
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2. If Eε exceeds Ed, while being lower than Esurf, then the epilayer prefers forming 

dislocations to reduce elastic strain.  In this scenario a part of the misfit is released by 

forming plastic strain (p).  Then the average lattice constant of the epilayer with defects 

shifts further towards δ0.  The strain energy is released until it is equal to or less than 

the Ed.  So epilayer exhibits both elastic and plastic strains, f = ε + p.  

3. If Eε exceeds Esurf however is less than Ed then the epilayer releases the strain by 

forming nanometer sized islands, as seen in Fig. 1.1.  Formation of islands increases 

the epilayer’s surface area, thereby increasing its surface energy.  The island relaxes to 

its intrinsic lattice constant, δa, resulting in reduction of the absorbed strain energy.  

This mechanism is called as the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth mode [1.9].  The SK 

mode is limited to high misfit strain, f, which is released within the deposition of a few 

atomic monolayers.  The SK mode, to a certain extent, retains coherency and proves 

[1.10] to be an effective technique to incorporate nanometer sized islands, such as 

quantum dots, within higher band gap matrix.  

 

Fig. 1.1 Island formation by epitaxial strain release via the SK growth mode, from [1.11] 

The SK mode has led to the study of epitaxial growth of quantum dots while the first 

(FVM) and second (MB) mechanisms form the basis of the study of epitaxial strain and 
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dislocation generation in lattice mismatched devices.  Many recent studies of QD based p-i-n 

devices have employed the strain compensation (SC) technique [1.12, 1.13]. Those studies 

involved techniques of epitaxial growth of alternate layers of materials with larger and smaller 

lattice constant, so that the average lattice constant of the epilayer theoretically matched the 

host material.  SC relies on the MB model of critical thickness by utilizing average lattice 

constant of the multilayer growths.  This technique has proved partially beneficial in the 

improvement of device performance; however, the inclusion of quantum dots inherently 

generated dislocations within the final structures as reported in the literature [1.14-1.17].  The 

current status and understanding of growth mechanisms and defect control suggests that the 

thermodynamics of the strain release mechanism should be more thoroughly examined.  During 

the course of this project we have observed all of the aforementioned three strain release 

scenarios.  Our measurements and data analysis suggests that the generation of dislocations 

within QD based devices can be successfully suppressed.  The data and associated analysis 

will be presented in detail in forth coming chapters of this dissertation.  We have, for example, 

analyzed the fundamentals governing the strain release without employing any strain 

compensation (SC) method. 

1.3 Contents of the Dissertation 

The purpose of this project is to explore epitaxial strain release behavior for the growth 

of lattice mismatched InAs quantum dots based on InxGa1-xAs p-i-n devices.  The schematic of 

our targeted growth structure is shown in Fig. 1.2.  We chose molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) to 

grow this device because it offers advantages of atomic reproducibility.  An InGaAs alloy was 

chosen as the host matrix to provide band-gap variation and lattice constant freedom.  InAs was 

chosen for its combination low band-gap (0.36 eV) and high lattice misfit with the host, and in 

addition it provides a useful optoelectronic device application along with strain-induced island 

formation.  The grown samples were analyzed for both epitaxial strain incorporation and the 

misfit strain induced dislocation generation.  After the introductory Chapter 1, the remainder of 

this dissertation is organized around the following chapters: 
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Fig. 1.2 Design of MBE growth structure for InAs quantum-dot based p-i-n devices. 

Chapter 2 provides background for the quantum physics of nano-sized devices, the 

epitaxial growth theory and the development of epitaxial strain release theory.  We also discuss 

the diode physics necessary for the p-i-n device performance evaluation. 

Chapter 3 discusses the experimental techniques of growth and characterization.  We 

employed molecular beam epitaxy for sample growth, optical lithography for p-i-n device 

fabrication, followed by various imaging techniques, spectroscopic techniques, and current-

voltage device characterization to measure long wavelength photocurrent behavior. 

Chapter 4 addresses issues encountered while optimizing epitaxial growth of p-i-n 

devices along with structural and electronic characterization of the grown layers and islands. 

Chapter 5 concentrates on the strain release phenomenon.  In this chapter we present 

analytical data that would amend the method of strain release analysis using the MB model.  

Our method employs a cumulative strain calculation to explain how an InAs/InGaAs QD device 

exhibits suppressed generation of dislocations and enhanced device performance as compared 

to an InGaAs p-n homojunction device.  We advance that our experimental results and the 
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resulting analysis of the data expands and deepens the current and general fundamental 

understanding about how epitaxial strain incorporation and release phenomena operate. 

In Chapter 6 we conclude the dissertation with a discussion on the application of 

epitaxially grown structures formed as solar cell devices.  In this chapter we present the device 

performance under near infrared illumination conditions and the photocurrent contributions from 

the islands with suggested directions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND 

Thin-film structures have been a center of attraction not only for the IC and various 

other optoelectronic industries but also for strain engineering research for at least the past three 

decades.  Acting as a unique candidate that presents opportunities for band gap tuning of lattice 

mismatched devices, thin-film structures especially ones incorporating quantum dots have 

driven the understanding of dislocation generation phenomenon into a new realm.  A constant 

effort has been made to minimize dislocations within these types of thin-film semiconductor 

structures by adopting new methods of device growths that would improve the pre-assessment 

of misfit strain release behavior.  In this chapter we present an innovative method of epitaxial 

growth that suppresses the generation of misfit dislocations in a thin-film quantum-dot device.  

This chapter is organized into four sections. 

 Section 2.1 introduces the concept of misfit strain and the need for a lattice-

mismatched device.  It is followed by a discussion concerning the evolution of 

the dislocation generation theory to predict a critical thickness for an epilayer 

that would release the absorbed strain energy.  Also a brief discussion of the 

thermodynamics of epitaxial growth of uniform films is added followed by some 

methods attempted previously in the literature to minimize dislocations and 

their shortcomings. 

 Section 2.2 is primarily concerned with the effects of strain on the fabrication of 

thin-film structures and the corresponding alteration of the optoelectronic 

properties.  A brief discussion outlines the motivation behind semiconductor 

miniaturization and quantum confinement effects.  Also the strain behavior 
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on the thermodynamics of epitaxial growth and the subsequent efforts in 

optimizing the kinetics to fabricate dislocation free structures is presented.  

Experimental evidence indicated a definite set of boundary conditions, as 

already established in the literature, for epitaxial growth of such structures is 

outlined. 

 Section 2.3 discusses thin-film structure based semiconductor p-i-n devices for 

photovoltaic applications.  Recent efforts of a strain compensation method 

consisting of alternate tensile and compressively strained epilayer growths to 

match the average lattice constant of the stack to the underlying gallium 

arsenide substrate are discussed.  Although this method has managed to 

improve the performance in certain aspects, it inherently incorporates 

dislocations within the intrinsic region that has proven to be detrimental. 

 Section 2.4 presents our innovative approach of epitaxial growth that minimizes 

dislocation generation.  Within the course of the project a thin-film device was 

discovered to perform better than the corresponding control device without an 

intrinsic region that has led us to an understanding for introducing an innovative 

growth method.  We present a scenario whereby lattice mismatched growth, 

resembling our device structure, is able to control the strain build-up in a thin-

film structure better than previous efforts aimed at reducing dislocation 

formation in uniform film and intrinsic growth regions. 

2.1 Strain in the Epitaxy Layer and Mediation 

Fig. 2.1 [2.1] shows a plot of semiconductor band gap, in eV on y-axis, as a function of 

the lattice constant, in Å on x-axis, for III-V and II-VI semiconductors.  Pentagonal and 

hexagonal features represent primary semiconductors while connecting curves represent 

ternary and quaternary alloys.  The lattice constant of a semiconductor alloy varies linearly with 

the fraction of the constituents satisfying Vegard’s law [2.2] while the band gap of that alloy 

follows a parabolic relation given by [2.3], 
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2cYbYaEg                                                                                                   (2.1) 

where a and b are the material properties while c is the bowing coefficient that is comprised of a 

periodic component, ci, which accounts for changes in the bond length and an aperiodic 

component, ce, which addresses the root-mean-square fluctuation in the potential of an atom 

from its periodic amplitude. 

 

Fig. 2.1 Band gap (eV) vs. Lattice constant (Å) for groups III-V and II-VI semiconductors [2.1] 

 

Now consider epitaxial growth of a ternary alloy In0.53Ga0.47As with a lattice constant 

(δa) 5.8687 Å to be grown on an InP substrate that has a lattice constant (δ0) 5.8686 Å.  The 

misfit between the two, f, is given by Eq. 1.1 as, 

0

0




 af                                                                                                                (1.1) 

Substituting δ values for the ternary alloy and the substrate, then f is calculated to be 

2x10-5
 a.u.  For such a small misfit the growth of In0.53Ga0.47As over InP would result in almost 
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100% atomic registry, i.e. atom-to-atom bonding, resulting in coherent growth of a 

semiconductor device that could exploit optoelectronic performance emerging from band gaps 

of 0.74 eV and 1.35 eV for InGaAs and InP respectively.  However, it should be noted that the 

optoelectronic performance of this device would be restricted to the aforementioned band gaps, 

which has limited applications.  For alternative optoelectronic applications, band gap 

engineering would require a selection of different alloy and substrate combinations from Fig. 2.1 

even though these combinations would restrict the band gap freedom.  In order to achieve a 

wider band gap selection for a wider range of applications, an alternate option would be to grow 

devices with ternary and quaternary alloy combinations with mismatched lattice constants.  This 

option introduces misfit strain between the adjacent layers thus creating the core issue of 

atomic defect generation.  For a lattice-mismatched semiconductor device to be grown by an 

epitaxial method the overlayer is required to absorb f at the expense of biaxial straining of the 

atomic bonds,, which results in the storage of elastic strain energy, Eε.  Once one exceeds the 

elastic strain energy limits of the epilayer, then Eε becomes higher than the energy of dislocation 

generation, Ed, thus favoring the breaking of atomic bonds of the atoms residing at the epilayer-

substrate interface, which of course relieves the biaxial strain but on the other hand forms 

dislocations.  These dislocations, however, act as traps for free carriers, which in turn degrade 

the device performance.  Defect generation in the lattice-mismatched systems invites a trade-off 

between an acceptable amount of misfit and the amount of band gap freedom desired.  

Theoretical work on the prediction of the elastic strain limit and its demonstration through 

experimental work has been a topic of interest in the field of crystal growth since the late 1920s 

and continues to evolve even today.  The next section outlines some of the key findings 

applicable to this early work. 

 

2.1.1 Verhakung and one dimensional dislocation 

Dehlinger [2.4] first introduced the modern idea of a dislocation proposing that the 

disturbance of the lattice due to a vacant site, which is the absence of atomic bonding, is 
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confined within a small region.  Within this region the displacement of atoms from the row with a 

defect is given by a sinusoidal potential curve, see Fig. 2.2 [2.5].  Atoms from a layer above are 

shown as solid circles lying at various positions while the substrate atoms lie at the troughs of 

the sine wave.  Outside this region the atoms above and below are in perfect registry.  

Dehlinger called such a disturbance a Verhakung (no English translation of this Germanic term 

exists, but it roughly implies dislocation).  Dehlinger’s idea indicated that the lattice planes in the 

neighborhood of a dislocation must be curved.  The theoretical basis, however, for the 

Verhakung was realized by Frenkel and Kontorova’s (FK) one dimensional atomic chain model.  

According to FK the potential energy of an atomic chain under displacement at location x is 

given by [2.6], 
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where n represents the nth atom, a is the lattice constant of the substrate, A is the amplitude of 

the periodic field and  is the coefficient of the elastic force between the atoms.  Dehlinger [2.4] 

set xn = (n+ xn)·a, where xn is the displacement (as shown on the y axis of Fig. 2.2), to get, 
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Using Dehlinger’s approximation that the displacement is accommodated over a short region, 

the condition for equilibrium for the nth atom is, 0



n
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.  A solution to FK’s model was given by 

Frank and van der Merwe (FVM) [2.7].  FVM considered one dimensional epitaxial growth over 

a solid substrate and replaced 
a

x
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cos  in Eqn. 2.2 with 
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general form r2 is the ratio of the amplitude of the second harmonic term, w, to the first harmonic 

term, W, of the Fourier series.  By introducing the second harmonic term FVM model was able 

to assess the effect of the potential between the two planes of atoms.  With an amplitude W ≤ ¼ 
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the potential curve exhibited broader maxima and narrower minima, as shown in Fig. 2.3 (a).  

Significance of this result was that a narrow minima constraints the dislocation formation along 

a closed packed plane while a broader maxima restricts the displacement of an atom in the 

vicinity of a dislocation to a narrow range of distance, which would be a reprisal of the 

Verhakung.  For r2 > ¼, the potential curve exhibited a subsidiary minima, seen in Fig. 2.3 (b), 

allowing for the displacement of an atom into a plane other than closed packed plane 

representing the case for a partial dislocation. 

 

Fig. 2.2 Displacement measured per atom, from [Frank-Van der Merwe, 1949] 

 

 

Fig. 2.3 Effect of a second harmonic term on the potential between two atoms [Frank-Van der 
Merwe, 1949] 
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Van der Merwe (VM) went on to develop a model for the equilibrium strain within an 

epitaxially aligned face centered cubic metal film using a strain energy balance approach [2.8], 
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In Eq. 2.4, εm is the equilibrium strain, f is the misfit between the epilayer and the 

substrate, a is the unstrained lattice constant of the epilayer and h is the thickness of the 

epilayer.  The factor β is given as,
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, in which μ represents the 

shear modulus of the epilayer (a), the substrate (b) and the interface (i) and σ is the Poisson’s 

ratio, assumed equal for all of the layers.  According to VM, when the epitaxial strain in the 

grown layer exceeds εm , then excessive strain is released by forming dislocations.  

Matthews [2.9] compared VM model to the epitaxial deposition of 100 Å gold epilayer 

on 400 Å of palladium substrate using vapor deposition technique.  Electron micrograph 

analysis revealed a square network of misfit dislocations parallel to [-110] and [-1-10] directions 

which Matthews noted as a result of the contrast arising from (020) and (220) reflections.  

Matthews also recorded Moiré fringes as a result of the interference of an un-deviated beam 

and a beam that experienced (220) and (-2-20) reflections in the gold and palladium layers.  

Matthew determined the magnitude of Burger’s vector components along ±[110] directions by 

comparing the separation of indexed Moiré fringes with the misfit dislocation spacing.  On 

comparison with the difference between unstrained lattice parameters of gold and palladium 

Matthew concluded 87% of misfit was accommodated via dislocations, within the gold epilayer. 

On substituting h = 100 Å, a = 4.079 Å, b = 3.89 Å, μa = 2.76 x 1011 dyn/cm2, μb = 4.03 x 1011 

dyn/cm2 and σ = 0.4 into VM model the equilibrium strain εm was calculated as 0.065%. For total 

misfit of 0.046, 100 Å of gold accommodated 1.4% of total misfit elastically while 98.6% was 

accommodated plastically, i.e. by forming misfit dislocations.  The VM model clearly 
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overestimated Matthews’ experimental results, thus letting him speculate on three factors that 

led to this discrepancy. 

1. Diffusion between the films led to partial alloying at the interface lowering the total misfit 

between the epilayer and the substrate.  

2. Before depositing gold, palladium was first deposited on a sodium chloride substrate 

which was later dissolved into water. This altered the total misfit across Au-Pd system 

as Pd accommodated 1/6th while Au absorbed the rest of the misfit.  

3. Mechanism of dislocation formation depended on the mode of the epilayer growth. Gold 

formed nuclei and proceeded via coalescence of those which let dislocation generation 

at the junction of surface of the substrate and the surface of the overgrown nuclei 

releasing strain energy, considered first by Cabrera [2.10].  This dislocation generation 

ceased when nuclei coalesced to form a continuous film. Once a continuous film was 

formed a new mechanism was needed to further release a misfit.  Matthew and Cabrera 

implied that this led to pseudomorphic straining of the epilayer.  

Based on these speculation Matthews went on to develop his own theory of dislocation 

generation, discussed in the next section, which would address three main topics inherent to the 

study of dislocations.  

 Source of dislocation, which differs according to the mode of epilayer growth 

 Strain release mechanism, which is affected not only by crystal structure but 

also the growth technique 

 Accommodation of elastic and plastic strains, which is dictated by the elastic 

properties of the epilayer 

2.1.2 Continuum elasticity theory and critical thickness 

Matthews introduced his own theory [2.11] of epilayer strain release by first considering 

an effective Burger’s vector, beff.  His theory is presented through Eqn. 2.9.  According to 

Matthews, if misfit dislocations exist at the interface then the interface dislocation spacing is 

given by, 
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 effb

S                                                                                                                 (2.5) 

where δ is the lattice constant of the epilayer.  Since the generation of dislocations requires a 

certain amount of energy, then during the initial stages of growth the epilayer will absorb any 

misfit elastically with 100% registry (coherence).  On the account of the elastic properties the 

strain energy within the epilayer increases.  At some thickness, termed critical thickness (hc), 

the strain energy is released in the epilayer by forming dislocations.  Fig. 2.4 shows (a) strained 

epitaxial layer and (b) a partially relaxed layer with one interface misfit dislocation. 

 

Fig. 2.4 Pseudomorphic epilayers 

 

The strain energy released equals the strain energy required to form a misfit 

dislocation.  FVM model was designed for epitaxial growth of FCC metals using strain energy 

balance approach while Matthews, on the other hand, developed an expression for critical 

thickness using continuum elasticity approach.  As discussed previously in the Chapter 1 the 

energy per unit area of the strained overlayer is given by, 

YhE 2                                                                                                                 (1.3) 

where ε is the elastic strain, h is the thickness of the overlayer and Y is the Young’s modulus 

under biaxial stress given as, 
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where l, m and n are the directional cosines of the angles between the normal to the interface 

and the cube axes and Cij corresponds to the elastic constants of the overlayer.  Eq. (1.4) is 

applicable to anisotropic semiconductor systems.  Matthews assumed an isotropic system with 

the Young’s modulus given by, 
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where G and ν are shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio, respectively.  From (1.3) it is implied that 

with a thicker overlayer growth the elastic strain energy, Eε increases.  To relieve Eε dislocations 

are generated by breaking atomic bonds and the energy per unit area of an epilayer for an array 

with dislocations is given by, 
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where s is the spacing between dislocations, D is the average shear modulus,  is the magnitude 

of Burger’s vector and R is the cut-off radius of the dislocations energy.  The average shear 

modulus is given by, 
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where G0 and Gs are the shear modulii of the overlayer and the substrate, respectively.  

Substituting expressions for a misfit (1.1) and the interface-dislocation spacing (2.5) in Eqn. 1.6 

yields, 
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where ε is the elastic component of the total absorbed misfit, f.  The total energy of the system 

is Eε + Ed.  The equilibrium elastic strain, ε, at which the system releases the absorbed strain 

energy is calculated for the condition, dE/dε = 0. 
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As h increases, ε decreases up to a critical thickness, hc, where the epilayer is 

elastically strained, i.e. ε = f leading to an expression for the critical thickness, viz. 
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For a 600 dislocation generated by epitaxial growth of a uniform film on a lattice 

mismatched substrate α is the angle between the plane of growth and Burger’s vector, i.e. 600 

and b/beff = 2.  This expression has led to various experimental work that involved growths of 

different epilayer-substrate scenarios to verify the validity of Matthews’ prediction.  Before we go 

into the details of that work, we first would like to discuss the fundamentals of epitaxial growth. 

2.1.3 Thermodynamics of two-dimensional epitaxial growth 

The pursuit of Moore’s law [1.6] for semiconductor miniaturization has driven 

researchers to explore innovative methods of incorporation of thin-film structures for enhanced 

optoelectronic performances.  Fabrication of such devices demands the incorporation of a 

dense array of superior quality and narrowly distributed tiny structures within or on the surface 

of a host material.  This requires fabrication techniques that not only are cost and time effective, 

but also provides atomic reproducibility.  Conventionally lithography was time effective however 

the damage done by the etching dominated the device performance [2.12].  Controlled 

precipitation has shown simplicity of manufacturing structures up to 4 nm in size but it is not 

time effective and is limited to the application of thermoelectric or infrared detectors [2.13].  

Colloidal methods have been cost and time effective however atomic reproducibility for 

incorporation of low dimensional structures within a higher band gap matrix is much to be 

desired [2.14].  For the last few decades the epitaxial growth method has shown considerable 

success for the growth of low dimensional devices [2.15].  Even though it is not a cost-effective 
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technique it has consistently shown atomic reproducibility and has exhibited wide applications.  

Since this project explores thin-film semiconductor structures we adopt an epitaxial growth 

method. 

Epitaxy is a chemical interaction of atoms to be grown with the surface atoms of a 

heated single crystal or polycrystalline substrate in an ultra-high vacuum chamber (10-10 mbar).  

The material to be grown is (e.g.) radiatively heated from an ultra-pure source, stored in a cell, 

which effuses as an atomic beam flux travelling to the heated substrate.  The atoms in the beam 

interact with the dangling bonds at the heated surface resulting into a hybridization process of 

atomic bonding that deposits an epilayer with an ordered array of atoms. 

In this project such epitaxial growth was conducted using molecular beam epitaxy 

(MBE).  The key feature of MBE is its ability to control deposition growth rates up to one atomic 

layer (monolayer) making it advantageous over vapor phase and liquid phase epitaxy methods 

[2.15].  The theory of epitaxial growth has been developed along both a kinetic [2.16 – 2.20] and 

a thermodynamic [2.21 - 2.25] basis.  A thermodynamic approach assigns the real system as a 

closed system and assumes that any kinetic processes are fast enough to drive the system to 

equilibrium.  Whereas the kinetic approach assumes that the equilibrium state cannot be 

reached thereby discarding the closed system approach.  Shchukin [2.26] stated that although 

this distinction is oversimplified, if growth interruption or annealing of grown epilayers is 

introduced then a kinetic model should provide the same result as would a thermodynamic 

model.  In the pursuit of the semiconductor miniaturization, 1990s witnessed an expansion of a 

range of materials to be grown using MBE.  Although for those studies the kinetic approach 

provided sufficient information for atomically abrupt interfaces, the understanding of this 

pathway required knowledge of the thermodynamically favorable states.  According to Gibbs 

phase rule the sum of the number of phases (φ) plus the number of degrees of freedom (F) in a 

system equals the number of components (K) plus the number of parameters (χ) that govern 

that system.  An expression for Gibb’s phase rule is [2.27], 
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 KF                                                                                                    (2.10) 

In the epitaxial growth of a binary system, e.g. gallium arsenide (GaAs) using MBE, the 

solid phase is in equilibrium with the gas phase (2 phases), with 2 components and K = 2.  

Substituting in Eqn. 2.5 gives degrees of freedom as F = 2, i.e., the state of a GaAs epitaxial 

growth system can be changed by two parameters, viz. (i) the pressure of the system, given by 

the gaseous atomic beam flux, and (ii) the temperature of the system, set by the substrate 

temperature.  During growth of III-V compounds, like GaAs, it is an established fact that group 

III elements possess a sticking coefficient to the substrate and group V elements do not stick to 

the substrate in the absence of group III elements [2.28] implying that the atomic beam pressure 

of gallium governs the pressure component of the GaAs growth system.  During deposition of 

the first layer GaAs atoms are sp3 hybridized with the underlying surface atoms leading to 

epitaxy while generating another array of unfilled dangling bonds increasing the surface free 

energy of GaAs. Under the given film growth conditions GaAs surface atoms either rehybridize 

or form non-bonding electronic states [2.29] for long range order with low surface energy states.  

This phenomenon is defined as surface reconstruction.  Däweritz [2.30] plotted a surface phase 

diagram for GaAs MBE growth, Fig. 2.5, with a ratio of arsenic to gallium beam equivalent 

pressure (BEP) as a function of substrate temperature.  Different sections of the phase diagram 

depict different surface reconstructions named as 4x4, 4x2, 4x1, 3x1, etc.  Fig. 2.6 shows a 

typical array of Ga (empty circles) and As (solid circles) in (a) 4x4 and (b) 2x4 reconstructions 

[2.31].  These different reconstructions are recorded using an in situ reflection high energy 

electron diffraction (RHEED) tool.  RHEED creates an electron beam which strikes the sample 

surface at a very low angle and the electrons are diffracted off of the periodic array of surface 

atoms satisfying the Laue diffraction condition [2.32].  An interference pattern from diffracted 

electron beams results in streaks on a phosphor screen resembling the atomic arrangement of 

the epilayer if the growth front is occurring in a planar or two-dimensional manner.  Depending 

on the substrate temperature and background pressure a 4x4 reconstruction would form a 4x 
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streak image on a RHEED phosphor screen due to diffractions of the beam at [110] and [-110] 

azimuths while for a 2x4 surface reconstruction RHEED beam at [110] would result in a 2x 

streak image while a four-streak image will be captured at [-110] azimuth. 

 

Fig. 2.5 GaAs (001) surface phase diagram [Däweritz, 1990] 

 

Our GaAs buffer layer growths were carried out at substrate temperatures, Ts = 650 0C 

and As-Ga BEP ratio of 12, which produced the RHEED images shown in Fig. 2.7.  Counting 

from the center bright spot, the next bright spot appears on the second and the fourth streaks in 

Fig. 2.7 (a) and (b), respectively.  These RHEED images imply a 2x4 epitaxial growth pattern 

complying with Däweritz’ phase diagram for the given combination of flux ratio and the substrate 

temperature.  Streaky RHEED pattern is essential to the growth of uniform epilayers as a proof 

of uniform surface growths since an uneven surface or an epilayer with a dense array of 
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dislocations would result in a spotty and/or diffused image.  In the event of formation of islands 

the electron beam will diffract off the island facets, thus forming v-shaped chevron patterns.  We 

discuss these results in Chapter 4. 

 

Fig. 2.6 Atomic arrangement of GaAs [Schmidt, 2002] 

 

Fig. 2.7 RHEED images captured at 900 substrate rotations 

 

2.1.4 Dislocations in semiconductors 

Recalling the discussion in Section 2.1.1, Matthews concluded that FVM model 

overestimated the critical epilayer thickness on the account of strain release mechanism.  

Matthews theorized [2.9] a four-step mechanism for the generation of dislocations: (1) 

dislocation already present in the underlying substrate layer overgrows as a threading 

dislocation in the epilayer, (2) until the thickness of the epilayer (h) is less than certain critical 

thickness (hc) threading dislocation continues to grow, (3) once epilayer reaches hc the 

dislocation glides because of the force due to strain energy and (4) dislocation glides along the 
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closed packed plane breaking a series of bonds in the adjacent atoms while forming a misfit 

dislocation along the interface, see Fig. 2.8 (a).  Another mechanism proposed by Matthews 

called as half-loop nucleation can be seen in Fig. 2.8 (b).  Substrate inhomogeneity, such as 

particulates, impurities and mechanical damage, which exist prior to epitaxial growth, can result 

in stress concentrations that extend through the epilayer into stress concentration regions at the 

surface.  Matthews proposed [2.33] that a tangle of dislocations forms a half-loop at the surface.  

The activation energy for the half-loop triggers the loop to break away and glide towards the 

interface forming a misfit defect.  The GexSi1-x/Si systems have been reported with such 

dislocations nucleation from surface imperfections [2.34].  There has been some visual 

evidence of gliding of the threading dislocation, in Matthews’ first proposed mechanism, but the 

notion that this mechanism leads into misfit interface dislocation generation is not widely 

accepted due to lack of evidence.  Also this mechanism lacks a theoretical explanation of the 

strain gradient responsible for gliding towards a specific direction.  There is, however, evidence 

of gliding dislocation interactions [1.2].  Same-sign (with similar group III or group V atom 

missing in the lattice) 600 dislocations with identical Burgers vectors (b1) may experience 

repulsion causing the glide mechanism to a halt.  Close spacing of two same-sign threading 

dislocation could form a single etch pit, in etch pit density (EPD) tests [2.35], misleading as a 

lower EPD than actual, under visible light microscope.  On the contrary complementary 600 

Burgers vectors, b1 and b2, can experience strong attraction.  This might result in a new 

threading segment with Burgers vector b3.  In diamond and zinc-blende structure the resulting 

dislocation is a sessile edge type [2.36, 2.37].  Although this annihilation mechanism reduces 

the dislocation density by 50%, its sessile nature prevents it from ever exiting the system via 

glide. 

Half-loop nucleation requires pre-requisites such as inhomogeneity, drastic change in 

the growth mode (roughening instead of smooth 2-dimensional) and cross-contamination in the 

form of particulates/impurities from the deposition source or the vacuum chamber.  Constant 

evolution of substrate cleaning procedures, purity of sources, slow growth kinetics and 
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horizontal deposition plane nearly eliminates the possibility of such half-loop nucleation.  In 

summary, both of these dislocation generation mechanisms need stronger theoretical 

foundations and corresponding evidence.  A test of their validity is beyond the scope of this 

project.  Wider acceptance in the literature is for the mechanism of dislocation generation at epi-

substrate interface by breaking atomic bonds and we adopt the same as a primary source of 

dislocations in this project. 

 

Fig. 2.8 Speculated mechanisms for dislocation generation 

 

2.1.5 Controlling misfit and threading dislocations  

It has been noted previously that a lattice-matched system limits the freedom of band 

gap design for optoelectronic systems while a lattice-mismatched system provides the 

advantage of the freedom of band gap selection however their epilayer growths are 

recommended up to the critical thickness proposed by Matthews and Blakeslee’s continuum 

elasticity model.  For thicker uniform epilayer growths reduction in the density of dislocations 

requires special considerations, as follows. 

Substrate patterning: This technique requires patterning of the growth substrate to 

reduce the area of deposition so as to minimize the interactions between gliding dislocations by 

shortening the length over which a dislocation can glide.  Once the threading dislocation 

continues to glide and reaches the edge of the growth area, it escapes the epilayer and further 
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release of strain energy becomes harder.  Substrate patterning allows for thicker epilayer 

growths while maintaining low dislocations density [2.38, 2.39].  This technique however suffers 

from the drawback that patterning reduces the useable area for the desired optoelectronic 

device. 

Strained-layer superlattice (SLS): This method requires deposition of a thin (tens of 

monolayers) SLS of a semiconductor with a significant lattice mismatch with the underlying 

substrate.  SLS introduces strain to force the glide dislocations already present in the epilayer to 

the edge of the sample [2.33], thus acting as a dislocation filter.  This method suffers from the 

drawback that induced assistance for gliding invites threading dislocation interactions that 

unfortunately act as dislocation sources.  So far only about a 5-10% reduction in the dislocation 

density has been reported using the SLS method. 

Compositionally-graded structures: This method involves epitaxial deposition of a 

ternary alloy with compositional grading (CG) at the rate of, say, 10% per μm thickness on a 

lattice mismatched substrate.  Such growths have been reported for GexSi1-x on Si substrates 

[2.40].  Using CG, thick epilayers can be grown without attaining high residual strain.  The 

epilayer gradually relaxes to the lattice constant of the desired alloy composition providing 

advantage over abrupt structures.  Another advantage is that due to low misfit at each stage of 

growth only glissile 600 dislocations are introduced.  However this method isn’t devoid of 

drawbacks either since deposition of thick epilayers with gradually changing band gaps can 

seriously affect the freedom of optoelectronic design performance.  Also thicker layers require 

long deposition times which degrade fabrication efficiency.  Despite these drawbacks it should 

be noted that compositional grading addresses the core of the issue of dislocation generation, 

i.e., the amount of lattice misfit.  The concept of gradual incorporation of the misfit offers room 

for improvement for future lattice-mismatched systems, including the experimental work in this 

project.  Before we discuss that issue, we first discuss in the next section the motivation behind 

using thin-film structures. 
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2.2 Low Dimensional Semiconductors 

2.2.1 Motivation for optoelectronic device research 

At absolute zero in temperature a semiconductor has a set of energy bands completely 

filled called the valence band (VB) and a set of energy bands that are completely empty called 

the conduction band (CB).  The forbidden region of energy levels between the highest occupied 

and lowest unoccupied bands is referred to as a band gap Eg of the semiconductor.  Reduction 

in the size of semiconductors to tens of interatomic spacings significantly changes their 

electronic properties due to alteration of the density of states (DOS) [2.41].  Density of states is 

defined as the number of possible electron or hole transition states available per free carrier 

energy.  For a low-dimensional structure a free carrier’s de Broglie wavelength competes with 

the size of the semiconductor introducing a quantum confinement effect.  The emergence of this 

unique physical phenomenon is discussed briefly [2.41]. 

In solid state physics, for a bulk material the effective-mass model of the quantum 

mechanical energy of a free electron is given by, 

em

k
E

2

22
                                                                                                                (2.11) 

where me is the electron effective mass (which is an approximation model of the potential 

energy environment produced by the surrounding atoms that an electron or hole encounters in a 

material), k is the wave-vector related to the electron wavelength (2π/λ) and ћ is the Planck’s 

constant with the quantum mechanical momentum given by ћk.  For a bulk semiconductor the 

DOS increases as a continuum (parabolic nature) above the band gap, as seen in Fig. 2.9.  In 

the presence of electromagnetic radiation, the absorption of a photon with energy higher than 

Eg leads to excitation of an electron from the VB to the CB.  If the carrier is excited to one of the 

higher available energy states within the conduction band then it thermalizes to the lowest 

energy state at the band edge by losing its energy via creation of phonons.  A similar trend is 

followed by the hole in the valence band.  If the semiconductor is thinned out in one dimension, 

so much so that the thickness is comparable to the de Broglie wavelength, then the parabolic 
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nature of the DOS transforms into a step-like trend.  This is a result of the reduction in available 

energy states along the lowest dimension while maintaining a continuum of DOS in the other 

two dimensions.  The process of carrier thermalization is restricted to pre-defined phonon 

energies available in the thicker dimensions.  Due to 1-D confinement the electrons and holes 

can exist at the same energy sharing a coupling mechanism viz. the Coulomb interaction Ecoul, 

which binds electrons and holes together forming an exciton.  For a thin semiconductor the 

Coulomb interaction is a maximum at the smallest thickness.  Splitting of the DOS continuum 

into discrete energy bands provides a sharp band-edge followed by continuous available energy 

states.  If the thin semiconductor film is sandwiched between a higher band gap material, then 

the excited carriers in the film are free to move along the confined regions and are not allowed 

to leave this region known as a potential energy well.  This type of one-dimensional quantum 

confinement is commonly referred to as a quantum well (QW), see Fig. 2.9, with the 

corresponding electron energy given by, 
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It is evident in Eq. 2.12 that the thickness of a QW, Lx, influences the energy of the free electron 

excited within.  Next, if carriers are confined in two dimensions by forming a semiconductor 

quantum wire (QWR), then its corresponding DOS is shown in Fig. 2.9.  The electron energy 

with carrier confinement along both x and y directions is given by, 
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Quantum dots (QD) (nano-sized boxes) exhibit 3 dimensional confinements with discrete 

energy levels analogous to a single atom with the corresponding electron energy as, 
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Fig. 2.9 Density of states in 3-D bulk, quantum well, quantum wire, and quantum dot 
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It is clear from Eqs. 2.12 - 2.14 that by varying the semiconductor dimensions the free 

electron energy changes.  As mentioned before the thermalization of an excited carrier in a QW 

structure is allowed via a continuum of bands available in 2-dimensions, in a single dimension 

for a QWR, while within a QD only the phonon-energies matching discrete energy levels are 

responsible for carrier thermalization.  This is called as a phonon-bottleneck effect.  Quantum 

confinement of electrons and holes enhances Ecoul and stabilize excitons at room temperature; 

otherwise Ecoul competes with the thermal energy of the phonons (kb·T) making excitons much 

more unstable in bulk structures. 
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Quantum confinement effect has led to the exploitation of low-dimensional 

semiconductors for various applications with marked improved performance dynamics that 

otherwise are absent in the bulk semiconductor devices.  For example, silver nanometer sized 

particles incorporated within a telluride glass device improved the second harmonic generation 

(SHG) for the non-linear optical laser applications [2.42].  Quantum well lasers have exhibited 

thermal up conversion via anti-stokes phenomena that pertains to emission of higher energy 

photons than absorbed [2.43].  In a quantum well device the red-shift in the absorption energy 

as a function of the well width is called the Stark effect and has useful applications in optical 

fibers [2.44].  Insertion of donor layers within GaAs/AlGaAs quantum well structures in high 

electron mobility transistors is reported to have reduced the deep donor defects reducing the 

non-linearity of the device performance at low temperatures [2.45].  Graphene nano ribbons 

have been manufactured to form a single resonant quantum dot device [2.46].  InGaN/GaN 

multi quantum well BLUE light emitting diodes have been reported, that show improvement in 

the internal quantum efficiency via low dimensional layer incorporation [2.47].  Single electron 

transistors with a quantum dot-in-well structure have shown a potential for scalable quantum 

computing application [2.48].  The band gap tuning ability has led to applications of QDs for 

infrared photo-detectors [2.49].  Above all, the most interesting works that are pertinent to this 

project are the application of quantum dots based p-i-n diodes as photovoltaic (PV, solar cell) 

devices by enhancing efficiency via wider solar spectrum absorption [2.50]. 

In spite of the predictions of numerous theoretical proposals, the corresponding 

experimental results have had difficulty in attaining the expected optoelectronic performances.  

The difficulties have ranged from aspects of fabrication methods to the reduction of materials 

defects.  In the next section we discuss the thermodynamics of the growth of low-dimensional 

structures using epitaxial technique and the corresponding strain behavior. 

2.2.2 Stranski-Krastanov growth 

Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth is a self-assembly phenomenon employed in the 

fabrication of nano-meter sized islands by depositing a couple of monolayers of a 
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semiconductor material with a significant lattice mismatch to the substrate.  One such misfit 

system would involve deposition of InAs (δa = 6.058 Å) on GaAs (δ0 = 5.653 Å) with a total misfit 

of approx. 7%.  The thermodynamics of the island formation are a bit different as compared to 

uniform film growth with an arsenic background flux, GaAs substrate temperature, and InAs ML 

content as the primary boundary conditions [2.51], see Fig. 2.10.  Due to the high misfit the 

epilayer lattice undergoes a biaxial strain forming pseudomorphic structure that absorbs strain 

energy Eε while the surface energy of the epilayer is denoted as Esurf.  If Eε exceeds Esurf then  

 

Fig. 2.10 (a) SK mode morphologies, (b) phase diagram for those morphologies [Shchukin, 
2004] 

 

the epilayer releases Eε by relaxation of the peusdomorphic lattice forming an island by self-

assembly.  This would increase the surface area of the epilayer thereby increasing Esurf and 

hence it competes with the energy of dislocation generation Edisloc.  A ratio of Edisloc to the 

change in the surface energy ΔEsurf defined as Λ is a factor that drives the thermodynamics of 3 

different SK growth morphologies, viz., (i) coherent island (CI), (ii) dislocated island (DI), and (iii) 

uniform film (UF), see Fig. 2.10 (a).  A lower Λ ratio results in lower dislocation formation 

energy, thus favoring dislocated island formation whereas a higher ratio with the deposition of 

the right amount of material (critical ML thickness) will result in a coherent island.  Less than 

critical ML content will result in uniform film morphology without sufficient strain energy to form 

islands.  A more direct kinetic approach for synthesizing coherent islands with strain decay 
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within an island as the lattice constant varies from the top of the island to the wetting layer is 

discussed in the next section. 

2.2.3 Strain and the kinetics of coherent island fabrication 

Ratsch and Zangwill (RZ) [2.52] theoretically connected the previously mentioned 3 

types of morphologies in the SK growth mode to the misfit and the number of atoms deposited 

using the same one-dimensional atomic chain model proposed by Frenkel and Kontorova (recall 

Section 2.1.1).  In accordance with Niedermayer [2.53] RZ assumed that the lateral strain relief 

of an atomic chain in the pth layer deposited on a substrate with a lattice constant δ0 is achieved 

at the free ends of that chain by arranging atoms in a non-uniform spacing with an average 

lattice constant δp.  The atoms in the layer p, eventually, project a rigid sinusoidal potential for 

the atoms in the next deposition layer, p+1 so that lateral relaxation from the pth layer 

propagates to the top of the film.  Ratsch [2.52] modified  the expression (2.3) to account for 

finite length of an atomic chain as follows, 
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where ξn is the displacement of the nth atom of the chain, 0 is a material parameter defined in 

terms of the spring constant μ and sinusoidal substrate potential, W/2, as Wa 22
0 .  N is the 

number of atoms in the epilayer and f is the misfit.  Ratsch used an average lattice constant of 

the pth layer as expressed by, 
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where Np is the number of atoms in pth layer and the misfit in that layer, 
1
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assumed rectangular morphology for an island by vertically stacking h linear chains with the 

island sidewalls forming single crystallographic facets without any overhangs.  According to 

Ratsch for such morphology the total relaxed island energy is given by, 
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This relaxed island energy counts misfit-induced contributions.  To estimate the total energy of a 

coherent island Etot, Ratsch added –Ebond for every saturated bulk bond and a term 
2

1
 Edimer for 

every exposed surface atom.  Hence the total island energy of a coherent island becomes, 

Etot  
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where h denotes the total number of double layers (one atom).  Using values for a typical 

semiconductor Ratsch generated a misfit vs. number of atoms plot, shown in Fig. 2.11, with 

congruous results noticed previously in Fig. 2.10 (b).  For less than 2% of misfit the epitaxial 

deposition grows as a uniform film; whereas for a 2 to 6% misfit and a moderate amount of 

epilayer the deposition forms a coherent island and for large misfits and thicker monolayer 

depositions the SK mode results into a dislocated island.  Although Ratsch and coworkers 

introduced the kinetics responsible for SK island morphologies, an even more direct kinetic 

interpretation was given by Pintus [2.55] and later by Snyder [2.56].  They introduced the 

concept of diffusion length as, 

 DL                                                                                                             (2.19) 

where D is the surface diffusivity and  is the time to deposit monolayer.  Atoms with diffusion 

lengths on the order of tens of nanometers across the surface of the substrate are available to 

form any of the three SK morphologies so that the total amount of material, in 2 dimensions, is 

L·t, where t is the thickness of the film, and it replaces the term for the number of atoms on the 

x-axis of Fig. 2.11.  Intuitively, small sized islands should possess coherency with the underlying 

substrate.  Experimental evidence supporting this theory was presented by Shchukin and 

Ledenstov and is briefly discussed in the next section. 
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Fig. 2.11 SK morphologies as a function of misfit and epitaxial deposition content [Ratsch, 1993] 

 

2.2.4 Attempts at fabrication of coherent islands 

InAs/GaAs low dimensional semiconductor growth systems have been extensively 

studied for both kinetic and thermodynamic effects in the pursuit of narrowly distributed high 

density island morphologies.  Primarily, four factors have been realized that affect epitaxial 

island growth. 

A. Substrate temperature:  Shchukin [2.56] and Ledenstov [2.57] deposited 3 

ML of InAs on a semi-insulating GaAs substrate followed by capping the 

bare islands by deposition of a 10 nm GaAs layer to preserve island 

shapes.  Growths were carried out at various substrate temperatures and 

the corresponding capped island samples were characterized using TEM.  

The results revealed a trend in the reduction of the QD density, but an 

incremental increase in their lateral size as the substrate temperature 

increased.  Both Shchukin and Ledenstov’s kinetic models predicted 
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increased adatom diffusion coefficients, which are responsible for reduced 

diffusion barriers with increasing temperature. 

B. Arsenic background pressure: Ledenstov [2.58] studied the effects of the 

As flux on the InAs island growths by depositing 4 ML of InAs at a 480 0C 

substrate temperature at various As background fluxes.  He observed 25 

nm sized islands at a density of 5 x 1010 cm-2 for a 2 x 106 torr As 

background equivalent pressure (BEP).  An increase in the As BEP by a 

factor of 3 reduced the density of the 25 nm sized islands; however, a 

larger density of 50 to 100 nm sized islands was produced.  A further 

increase in the As BEP by a factor of 5 nearly suppressed the formation of 

any islands.  A dense array of 3-D islands underwent a reversible 

transformation into a planar morphology when the As BEP was reduced to 

1/6th of the optimum growth condition.  The higher As BEP accelerated the 

migration of the adatoms to deliver material over a distance of more than 

0.2 nm forming dislocated islands by a process called Ostwald ripening; 

whereas for a low As BEP there was insufficient flux to form the InAs 

dimers, which reduced the ML deposition, and hence resulted in uniform 

film growth.  On the other hand and optimum As BEP maintained the 

adatom diffusion length at just the right value to allow growth of narrowly 

distributed high density InAs QDs. 

C. Monolayer content: In all of the previously mentioned work of Ledenstov 

and Shchukin they noted a morphological transition from uniform film to 

coherent island formation by the SK mode strain release mechanism at a 

deposition of 1.7 ML of InAs.  Further increases in depositions, up to 4 ML, 

increased the island sizes, however the density was reduced.  Even further 

increase in ML deposition eventually led to coalescence of the large islands 

into a dislocated uniform film. 
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D. Growth interruption: This stage is marked by the deposition of the islands 

followed by a short period of growth interruption, i.e. holding the sample at 

the growth temperature for some time under As flux alone.  Ledenstov and 

Shchukin identified an interplay between the ML content and the growth 

interruption when 14 nm sized InAs islands were fabricated in three ways: 

(a) 3 ML of deposition followed by 10 sec of growth interruption, (b) 40 sec 

growth interruption after 2.5 ML deposition and (c) combination of 2 ML 

deposition and 100 sec interruption.  Too long of an interruption led to an 

evaporation of the In atoms from the substrate, an In/Ga interdiffusion, 

which formed ternary alloys within the islands as a wetting layer, and finally 

it caused defects to migrate from the interface to the epilayer surface. 

Epitaxial kinetics of narrowly distributed, high density, coherent InAs islands have been 

established in the literature, and we also in our own work have observed similar trends in the 

kinetic factors that affect island growths, which will be discussed in detail in Chapter 4.  In the 

next section, we briefly outline the strain decay phenomenon within low-dimensional structures 

and its effects on optoelectronic performance. 

2.2.5 Strain decay within quantum dots 

Strain profiling of the InAs QDs deposited on a GaAs substrate has been performed by 

Lin et al. [2.59] for a system consisting of pyramidal shaped islands, a wetting layer, and a 

capping layer as shown in Fig. 2.12.  Lin adopted a valence force field model [2.60, 2.61] to 

describe the microscopic elastic energy of the atoms in the islands [2.59] as given by, 
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where i represents the ith atomic site with j and k as the nearest neighbor sites; rij and dij denote 

a vector and the atomic bond length, respectively, from the ith atom to its jth neighbor and αij and 

βijk are the bond stretching and bending constants, respectively. 

 

Fig. 2.12 Schematic representation of a quantum dot with wetting and capping layers. 

 

Substituting bond stretching constants for GaAs and InAs as 41.19 N/m and 35.18 N/m, 

respectively, while bond bending constants as 8.95 N/m and 5.5 N/m for GaAs and InAs, 

respectively into Eq. 2.20; Lin plotted strain energy per atom of an uncapped InAs QD grown on 

the GaAs substrate as a function of the dot height, see Fig. 2.13.  It is evident from Fig 2.13 that 

the strain energy per atom reduces as the dot height increases from 50 to 60 Å, but it increases 

with further increase in the height, thus showing a minimum in strain energy at a dot height of 

59 Å, as verified experimentally by Krishna [2.62].  Fig 2.13 also shows that the electron-heavy 

hole transition energies, hhe EE 11  , as calculated using the eight-band k·p model, suggests a 

narrowing of the electron-hole wave function with taller islands.  These results also suggested 

that a dot height of ~ 60 Å formed relaxed islands; however, no claim regarding coherency or 

dislocated morphology were made. 
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Fig. 2.13 Strain energy per atom as a function of the dot height along with the intersubband 
optical transition energies [Lin, 2002] 

 

The effect of a capping layer on the strain decay within a quantum dot was assessed 

by Tomić by utilizing a strain tensor component [2.63] expressed as, 
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where Lx, Ly, and Lz are the dimension of the island, in the x, y, and z directions respectively, 

and n is the summation index, while ξn represents the plane wave basis in real space (r).  

According to Tomić, the strain state of a system consisting of a QD and a capping layer grown 

on a substrate is affected by three main components of the strain tensor, viz. (i) biaxial strain, 

2
yyxx

zzbx


 , (ii) hydrostatic strain, zzyyxxhy  , and (iii) a strain 

component in the x-direction, xx , in (101) plane.  A graphical representation of all of the three 

components as a function of the dot size is shown in Fig. 2.14.  The hydrostatic strain is 
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confined within the QDs and the wetting layer with slightly lower penetration depth compared to 

xx  into the surrounding matrix.  The biaxial strain is positive inside the islands while the matrix 

exhibits a negative strain, suggesting a higher strain component in the x and y directions 

compared to the z direction.  This biaxial strain gradient between the island and the matrix is 

highest at the top of the QD and is responsible for material intermixing to form a truncated 

pyramid, as suggested by Lin.  Moreover the wetting layer and the QDs lose any sharp edges 

due to the lattice mismatch and the differences in the bond strengths between GaAs and InAs. 

Tomić’ further simulated a second ML deposition step on top of the first GaAs cap showing a 

vertical stacking of islands, which suggested a strain driven placement of the islands in the 

second layer directly on top of the first.  This theory has been verified experimentally in another 

work [2.64] that showed cross-sectional TEM images of a systematic stacking of QDs.  Such 

vertical stacking has motivated low dimensional semiconductor devices to be fabricated as 

quantized structures sandwiched between layers of a higher band gap matrix for various 

optoelectronic applications.  One of those applications is a photovoltaic device to achieve more 

photon absorption over a wider portion of the solar spectrum for enhanced power conversion 

efficiency.  In the next section we will briefly discuss the physics of a solar cell and will briefly 

introduce the issue of strain and dislocations formed in thin-film devices. 

 

Fig. 2.14 Graphical representation of the hydrostatic, biaxial and a strain component in the x-
direction for an x-z plane at y = 0 [Tomić, 2006] 
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2.3 The p-i-n Diode Structure for Photovoltaic Applications 

2.3.1 Junction behavior 

One of a semiconductors’ primary property is its band gap energy Eg, which is the 

absence of electron energy levels between a top-most electron filled band and the bottom-most 

of an empty band, called valence and conduction bands respectively.  A p-doped semiconductor 

has an added impurity that provides extra holes as the majority carriers making the 

semiconductor as an acceptor while an n-doped semiconductor consists of a donor impurity that 

has extra electrons as the majority carries.  If p- and n-doped semiconductors are brought into 

physical contact atomically then there will be an exchange of carriers from each side until an 

equilibrium point is reached where the total carrier movement from the p side equals the n side 

forming a p-n junction with a depletion layer of no carriers formed between the n and p sides.  If 

in addition, another layer of intentionally un-doped semiconductor (intrinsic) is sandwiched 

between the p and n-regions, then it forms a p-i-n diode, see Fig. 2.15, which is a slightly more 

complex but modified version of the standard p-n diode junction. 

 

Fig. 2.15, Band diagram of a p-i-n diode shown with an applied voltage V that separates the 
quasi-Fermi levels фn and фp. 

 

The solid lines show the valence and conduction bands, forming a junction in the 

middle, with a dotted straight line in the middle as the intrinsic potential (Ψ) of the diode, being 

constant at equilibrium.  With zero bias between the p and n terminals the net generation of the 

current is equal to the net recombination, which is zero.  The application of a forward bias will 
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inject carriers into the junction diffusing electrons and holes to p and n region respectively as 

applied bias splits the quasi-Fermi levels of electrons (фn) and holes (фp).  This causes a net 

recombination across the junction producing a forward current.  Under ideal conditions, the 

separation between the quasi-Fermi levels is equal to the applied bias V.  The electron (n) and 

hole (p) carrier densities are given by,  
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where ni is the intrinsic carrier density [2.65, 2.66].  Under ideal condition the applied bias 

induces radiative recombination across the junction which equates the current driven into the 

diode.  If B is the radiative recombination coefficient then the rate of the radiative recombination, 

Urad, is given by, 

pnBUrad                                                                                                     (2.24) 

Eq. 2.24 leads to the Shockley equation [2.67] for the radiative current Jrad, viz.  
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where J0 is the reverse saturation current.  Impurity states such as a dislocation can trap 

carriers, resulting in the non-radiative Shockley-Hall-Read recombination (SHR) process.  The 

trap-assisted net recombination rate USHR for the SHR process is given by Eq. 2.26, in which n 

and p are the electron and hole lifetimes respectively, and nt and pt are equilibrium populations 

of the occupied electron and hole trap states respectively. 
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USHR leads to the following current relation [2.68], 
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where W is the space charge width. JSHR and Jrad together form the dark current (current under 

applied bias without any illumination on the device) as given by, 

nkT
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where n is the ideality factor for a device.  For n values close to 1, a device is radiatively 

dominated while a device that is non-radiatively dominated results in higher values of n.  Under 

illumination conditions photons are absorbed in the junction by exciting carriers across the band 

gap.  The equilibrium values of the n and p carriers are raised and the quasi-Fermi levels split.  

The electric field across the junction splits e-h pairs by driving minority carriers across the 

junction creating a reverse current in the cell.  The overall current-voltage response is 

approximated as the sum of the short-circuit photocurrent Jsc, and Jdark.  Jsc is the current 

induced by an illuminated cell voltage.  If a forward bias is applied on the illuminated device, 

which causes Jdark to equal Jsc, then the net current is zero and the applied voltage is called the 

open circuit voltage Voc.  This is called the superposition approximation as given by Eq. 2.29 

[2.69].  In this project the superposition is assumed to hold true and is used to estimate the Voc 

of the p-i-n devices we fabricated using thin-film structures with the intrinsic embedded regions.  

Details of these results are outlined in Chapter 6. 

  scocdark JVJ                                                                                                   (2.29) 

2.3.2 Strain behavior in the intrinsic region 

Low-dimensional structures that are lattice mismatched to a matrix/substrate have been 

explored extensively for photovoltaic applications within the last two decades [2.50, 2.70].  In 

the pursuit of obtaining more absorption of the solar spectrum so as to surpass the Shockley-

Queisser single band gap efficiency limit [2.71], two prominent theories have been introduced 

for devices with quantum confined structures, viz. (a) sub-band gap photon absorption using an 
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intermediate band-gap [2.72] and (b) multi-exciton generation [2.73].  These theories suggest 

that a p-i-n diode design that incorporates low-dimensional structures within a higher band gap 

matrix would allow the low-dimensional structures to absorb lower energy photons while the 

higher band gap material absorbs higher energy photons.  The theoretical advantage of such 

structures is to allow an added contribution to the current being generated by lower energy 

photons, which are generally absent in single band gap structures, to the total photocurrent 

emanating from the device.  From previous discussions it could be deduced that the lattice 

mismatched intrinsic regions will store the misfit strain up to a critical thickness and will release 

it once the strain energy Eε exceeds the dislocation generation energy Ed.  The generation of 

dislocations within the intrinsic region would be detrimental since they will act as non-radiative 

traps for the excited electrons and holes and thereby increase the dark current. 

Recently a method, called as strain balancing (SB) or strain compensation (SC), has 

been introduced as a means of controlling the build-up of strain energy within the intrinsic region 

[2.74].  SB consists of epitaxial growth of a stack of alternate layers of higher and lower lattice 

constant semiconductors that would exhibit an average lattice constant <δ> similar to the 

underlying substrate.  Ekins-Daukes formulated an expression [2.75] for <δ> using the zero-

stress method, which is given by, 
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where suffixes 1 and 2 belong to each alternate layers, t is the thickness of the layer, A is an 

elastic parameter = 
11
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CC   and δ is the lattice constant.  By selecting a lattice 

constant with a corresponding thickness, the average lattice constant of the intrinsic region can 

effectively match the substrate lattice constant and thus in principle reduce dislocations.  This 

method has been shown to be successful [2.76] to the extent of generating higher Jsc compared 

to a p-n control device without any intrinsic layers.  However, the growth of SB stacks 
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unfortunately generated dislocations that increased the dark current as shown in Fig. 2.16.  This 

result subsequently lowered the Voc when compared to a control device.  Fig. 2.16 depicts the I-

V characteristics under dark conditions for (a) an InGaAs QW based p-i-n structure [2.74] and 

(b) an InAs QD based p-i-n diode [2.76], grown epitaxially on a GaAs substrate.  In both of the 

plots, the curves at highest bias with lower dark current belong to the GaAs p-n control device 

and the curves at lowest bias belong to the p-i-n structures without any strain compensated 

intrinsic regions.  We note that with the minimization of the average lattice constant by 

depositing strain balanced layers, the SB device in both cases exhibited reduced dark current 

as compared to the relaxed devices, but they also produce a higher dark current than the 

control device, as shown by curves at intermediate bias.  Strain balancing, as mentioned 

previously, has been effective to the extent of enhancing Jsc, but unfortunately Voc and 

consequently the solar cell power efficiency wind up being reduced in the final outcome.  Even 

with the introduction of zero-stress criteria and the extension of the continuum elasticity theory 

in formulating the thickness of the SB layer [2.77], the central point of uncertainty brought about 

by the strain balancing approach is that the anisotropy of the quantum dot island shapes and 

sizes remain an unsolved problem.  Also, the QDs are separated by strained wetting layers with 

a lattice constant that imposes some misfit in the SB layers.  In addition, the threading of a 

dislocation from the substrate into an epilayer alters the strain profile around a dislocation site 

and thus further enhances the anisotropy.  On the other hand a very important aspect to note 

about the strain within a QD is the decay of its strain to a strain free lattice at the top of the 

island.  This aspect therefore serves a source for a unique strain gradient between the island 

and the surrounding capping layer that drives the In-Ga interdiffusion to form a truncated 

pyramid [2.59].  We will elaborate further on this observation in later chapters, and show how 

we have used it to improve device performance.  The strain balanced layers mentioned in the 

above publications consisted of alloys like GaP [2.76] or GaAsN [2.78] that had a lower lattice 

constant than the GaAs substrate to compensate for the higher lattice constant of InAs.  

Unfortunately GaP or GaAsN layers further increase a strain gradient that is responsible for the 
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In-Ga inter-diffusion phenomenon.  Pre-assessment of all of these factors prior to the deposition 

of SB layers is very difficult and brings about much uncertainty in using the SB method 

effectively.  In this project we report an improved method for controlling the strain built-up within 

a p-i-n diode structure, as discussed in the next section. 

 

Fig. 2.16 Dark current reduction by inclusion of strained intrinsic region of lattice mismatched (a) 
quantum wells [Ekins-Daukes, 2001] and (b) quantum dots [Hubbard, 2008] 

 

2.4 An Innovative Epitaxial Growth Approach to Minimize Dislocations in Lattice Mismatched 
Devices 

 
Recalling discussions in 2.1.5, the method of patterning the substrates to reduce the 

distance over which a gliding dislocation can travel before it escapes at the device edge 

minimizes the possibility of dislocation interactions, and thereby reduces defects.  However this 

method restricts the active device area, and hence makes it unsuitable for solar cell applications 

where the goal is to employ maximum possible operable area to generate the highest possible 

free carrier density.  As mentioned previously strained layer superlattices incorporate high misfit 

strain at an early stage of the device growth, and thereby assist threading dislocation to escape 

via a glide mechanism; however, this method invites added dislocation interactions that can and 

most likely will generate sessile edge-type defects.  Strain compensation by deposition of 
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alternate tensile-compressive layer deposition seems, at this point of time, to have reached an 

end [2.79].  Compositional grading of a buffer layer gradually decreases the strain between the 

substrate and the intrinsic region; however, this method suffers from thick buffer layer growths, 

which are usually unsuitable for many band gap engineering applications.  On the other hand, it 

does deal with the issue of dislocation formation at a fundamental level, which is 

accommodating the amount of misfit.  Our innovation, however, is to incorporate a buffer layer 

with an intermediate lattice constant between the substrate and an intrinsic quantum-dot region 

to reduce the total misfit between the two regions without any compositional grading.  Although 

this seems to be counter intuitive, our results show something quite the contrary! 

Consider a scenario of epitaxial growth of an InAs QD layer on a GaAs substrate.  Let 

us assume that 2 ML of InAs is deposited so that it releases the interfacial strain by forming self-

assembled islands and is later capped by a GaAs layer.  These two steps can be repeated as 

many times as needed depending on the targeted structure.  Also assume all of the islands 

possess a coherent morphology with a uniform height of 50 Å (where the effective thickness t1 

of the island is 25 Å due to the pyramidal shape) with a lattice constant of the unstrained bulk 

InAs (δ1 = 6.0533 Å) and a wetting layer that is 30 Å thick (t2) with lattice constant, δ2 = 5.8533 Å 

(average of InAs and GaAs).  The GaAs capping layer will be strained to the same lattice 

constant δ2 as the wetting layer with a thickness t3 = 50 Å.  After capping, each intrinsic layer 

becomes 80 Å thick with no truncation of the islands.  Using the average lattice method [2.74] 

the average lattice constant of one intrinsic layer will be, 
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The average indium fraction for this lattice is 0.65 and the total misfit f between this 

intrinsic layer and the GaAs substrate is 0.045.  Matthews altered the elastic fraction 

expression, Eq. 2.8, to suit multilayer growth as, 
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From Adachi [2.3] we find for the In0.65Ga0.35As ternary alloy that ν = 0.34, cosα = cosλ 

= ½, and b = 4 Å.  The elastic strain decay within the intrinsic region can be plotted as a function 

of the epilayer thickness, see the solid curve in Fig. 2.17.  Up to an elastic fraction of 1 the 

stored strain energy Eε does not exceed the dislocation formation energy Ed, thus absorbing the 

entire misfit elastically, i.e. f = ε.  Beyond the critical thickness hc of 190 Å (less than 3 intrinsic 

layers of the GaAs/InAs deposition on the GaAs substrate) the value of ε falls below 1.  When 

Eε exceeds Ed, dislocations form.  Up to ε = 1 the strain decays rapidly while beyond hc the rate 

of the strain decay is slower since breaking of one atomic bond (when an atom residing at the 

interface absorbs the maximum elastic strain) and reduces Eε by a certain amount and creates a 

new threshold Eε for the cessation of the next atomic bond.  To a certain extent, this semi-

periodic strain release mechanism mode slows down the strain decay as is evident in Fig. 2.17.  

Beyond hc the total misfit in the system is absorbed both elastically and plastically forming 

biaxially strained pseudomophic layers (Fig. 2.4) with higher and lower lattice constants, 

respectively.  Now consider the incorporation of a buffer layer of In0.25Ga0.75As with a lattice 

constant of 5.755 Å sandwiched between the intrinsic region and the GaAs substrate.  The total 

misfit between the buffer layer and the intrinsic layer will now be 0.027.  The elastic strain decay 

curve for this arrangement is the dotted curve in Fig. 2.17, which shows a higher critical 

thickness of 360 Å for the intrinsic region.  It is evident that the incorporation of a buffer layer in 

between the GaAs substrate and the intrinsic region will not trigger dislocation generation until 

the deposition of the 5th intrinsic layer which previously was the 3rd layer if it had grown directly 

on top of the GaAs substrate. 

At this point the obvious question to ask is wouldn’t the incorporation of an intrinsic 

layer increase the total misfit between the tandem intrinsic-buffer epilayer combination and the 

GaAs substrate, as compared to a buffer layer-GaAs substrate combination only?   
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Fig. 2.17 Elastic strain decay vs. epilayer thickness showing the critical thickness hc, using the 
Matthews-Blakeslee model for different epilayer-substrate combinations.  

 

Theoretically, the answer would be yes.  Which leads to the next question, which is would this 

not generate more dislocations because of the greater misfit?  Surprisingly, our results indicate 

that the lattice mismatched buffer layer releases the misfit strain only if it exceeds the critical 

thickness (dashed line in Fig. 2.17) during deposition.  Once the growth kinetics are adjusted for 

the intrinsic layer deposition then the buffer layer itself acts as a new effective substrate in 

which the misfit between the intrinsic region and the buffer layer, not the GaAs substrate, sets a 

new threshold for the generation of dislocations within the intrinsic region.  The realization that a 

new growth mechanism might be possible began when we analyzed experimental evidence that 

showed a lower dark current in a p-i-n device with an intrinsic region as compared to a control 

homojunction cell without an intrinsic region.  This unexpected behavior was discovered during 

the course of this work and led us to analyze the two different devices using x-ray diffraction, 

high-resolution transmission electron microscopy, and current-voltage measurements to extend 
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our understanding of the strain control and release mechanism, and to conceive a new growth 

method that minimizes the generation of dislocations.  These results and the analysis will be 

discussed in greater detail in Chapter 5. 
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CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS SYNTHESIS, DEVICE FABRICATION AND CHARACTERIZATION 
TECHNIQUES 

 
The goal of this research work was to produce strain engineered indium arsenide 

quantum dot based p-i-n diode structures.  In order to produce as dislocation free devices as 

possible with reduced leakage current density and improved optoelectronic performance in the 

near-to-long infrared region, a series of materials synthesis by deposition, device fabrication 

and characterization techniques were employed.  For a better understanding all of the tools 

described in this Chapter they are categorized into three sections, viz: Materials Synthesis 

(Section 3.1), Device Fabrication (Section 3.2), and Materials and Device Characterization 

(Section 3.3). 

Figs. 3.1 (a) and (b) show the schematic structure of the target devices synthesized in 

this study: (a) quantum dot (p-i-n) and (b) homojunction (p-n) diode structures. 

 

Fig. 3.1 (a) Quantum dot device, (b) Homojunction device 
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Each device layer shown in Fig. 3.1 was grown using the molecular beam epitaxy 

(MBE) method in Professor Wiley Kirk’s laboratory to gain maximum possible reproducibility of 

the film quality, which was especially critical for the intrinsic quantum dot (QD) region growths.  

Intrinsic QD region consisted of the gallium arsenide (GaAs) seed layer, indium arsenide (InAs) 

quantum dot layer and indium gallium arsenide (InGaAs) cap layer, sandwiched between p and 

n doped InGaAs emitter and base layers, respectively.  The homojunction device was same as 

the QD device except for the absence of the intrinsic QD region. 

Two types of layer structures were grown for the purpose of establishing a 

characterization baseline: 

1. InGaAs base layer growths with varying indium arsenide fractions were grown 

on top of GaAs substrates to provide lattice constant and defect generation 

mechanism analysis 

2. Single layer uncapped indium arsenide layers were deposited on top of InGaAs 

base layers to analyze the kinetics of QD formation 

Samples with the 1st type of layer structures were characterized using reflection high 

energy electron diffraction (RHEED), x-ray diffraction (XRD), secondary electron microscopy 

(SEM), and profilometry; whereas samples synthesized as the 2nd type of layer growths were 

primarily characterized using atomic force microscopy (AFM).  Those two types of initial growths 

and their corresponding characterization results provided data for optimized growth of the 

intended p-i-n diode structures which were further characterized using high-resolution 

transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), to record visual evidence of dislocations, if any, as 

a result of lattice strain, and photoluminescence (PL) to record band gap and other 

optoelectronic properties of the base, emitter and intrinsic regions.  Additional, diode structures 

were fabricated into 500 μm x 500 μm MESA structures using photolithographic and 

semiconducting processing techniques, followed by platinum deposition as metal contacts for 

current-voltage measurements.  More details about all of the device fabrication and 

characterization techniques utilized in this research will be explained in the next two sections. 
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3.1 Materials Synthesis 

3.1.1 Substrate cleaning 

All the devices used in this work were grown on 2” gallium arsenide (GaAs) wafers with 

(100) orientation, 00 offcut (± 0.50), undoped (resistivity ~ 3 to 4 x 107 ohm·cm) and etch pit 

density ~ 2000 to 3000 cm-2.  Each wafer was cleaved into 4 equal pieces using a wafer scribe.  

The wafer cleaning process, as described and patented by Cho [3.1, 3.2] and later discussed by 

Contour [3.3], was adopted as the pre-cleaning step for the cleaved samples.  The first cleaning 

step involved degreasing by submerging the cleaved pieces in boiling trichloroethylene (TCE) 

for 1 min followed by methanol and de-ionized (DI) water rinsing for 30 sec each, repeated three 

times.  The next step involved etching the wafer by submerging it in boiling 20% hydrochloric 

acid (HCl) solution for 1 min, followed by a DI rinse.  The following  step consisted of etching the 

wafer in a H2SO4 solution (H2SO4:H2O2:H2O :: 8:1:1) carried out at 48 0C for 1 min followed by 

rinsing in DI.  The final step was a repeat of the HCl cleaning step.  Both the HCl cleaning and 

H2SO4 etching steps were done to remove native oxides, however no other passivation method 

was used before deposition. The reason behind this procedure was that the final deoxidation 

step was carried out in situ in the growth chamber of theMBE reactor by heating the substrate 

and blowing off any remaining oxides and thus leaving the surface as pristine as possible with 

bare dangling bonds. 

3.1.2 Molecular beam epitaxy 

As discussed in chapter 2, MBE is a technique for growing atomic layers of inorganic 

semiconductors on a heated substrate using atomic/molecular gas flux beams.  Fig. 3.2 shows 

a schematic arrangement of the basic components of a MBE system, which in our case was a 

VG80H MBE commercial reactor apparatus.  The MBE tool employed for our growths used 

condensed phase, solid, sources for deposition of III-V materials.  The ultra-high vacuum 

(UHV), chamber was maintained at 10-10 mbar to minimize the influence of residual gases, viz. 

adsorbed on interior surfaces during air exposure, dissolved gases within the MBE construction 

materials and high vapor pressure materials with poor thermal and/or chemical stability.  To 
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maintain UHV conditions a combination of vacuum pumping systems was employed.  The 

primary pumping system consisted of an ion pump and a Ti sublimation pump to achieve UHV 

conditions and a cryo pump to achieve and maintain growth conditions.  Starting at atmospheric 

pressure a series of three different pumping stages was used to achieve UHV conditions.  First 

a cryo-absorber pump collected residual gases via a gettering mechanism that trapped gases 

on cold Zeolite surfaces inside the pump.  The next stage involved removing gases at sub 

atmospheric pressures using an oil free turbo molecular pump that was backed at 10-3 mbar 

using a mechanical rotatory pump.  To achieve a high quality vacuum under growth conditions 

and to minimize cross contamination from reflection of gas molecules from interior walls when 

multiple K-cell fluxes where in operation a set of liquid nitrogen cryopanels were employed 

inside the main growth chamber.  The N2 cryopanels lined the growth chamber with suitable 

apertures to allow access of components and substrate holders, etc.  Deposition was achieved 

using high purity solid source materials located in Knudsen effusion cells (K-cells).  The K-cells 

were constructed of tantalum and ceramic materials with the resistive wire heating elements 

powered by Eurotherm model 905 heater controllers configured in a PID temperature controlled 

feedback circuit using thermocouple K-type temperature sensors mounted at the base of a 

crucible holding a charge of a very pure element (99.99995 % purity) such as Ga, In, or As.  

The crucible was the central component of the K-cells and in the case of these experiments it 

was made of pyrolytic boron nitride shaped in a long conical configuration with the wide mouth 

pointing at the sample substrate and rounded narrow end of the cone in contact with the 

thermocouple temperature sensor.  The entire K-cell was surrounded with a water cooling jacket 

to help block any radiative heat load on the liquid nitrogen shrouds in the MBE growth chamber 

and also to help stabilize the temperature.  The tantalum heating elements provided radiative 

heating of the deposition materials, over an operating temperature range of 200-1400 0C, 

suitable for III-V materials.  Beam fluxes from the K-cells were controlled by solenoid operated 

shutters which along with slow deposition rates rendered atomic reproducibility and rapid 

changes of composition and doping requirements.  A Bayard-Alpert type ion gauge was 
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installed to allow monitoring the beam equivalent pressure (BEP) of the effusion cells.  To 

minimize stray deposition from chamber walls and shutters, the deposition plane was 

constructed horizontally such that the growth front remained nearly vertical to the K-cell 

openings.  The substrate holder was connected to a vacuum feedthrough drive shaft and motor 

assembly that allowed rotation of the substrate to help ensure uniform film growth thicknesses.  

Radiant heating was used to heat the substrate which also included a radiation reflector to 

maintain uniform heating.  However due to substrate installation and rotation requirements the 

radiant filament was not in direct contact with the substrate and hence limited the substrate 

temperature accuracy to within ± 25 0C of the intended temperature.  An important 

characterization device of the MBE system was a Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction 

(RHEED) tool for in situ growth monitoring.  Details of this instrument are discussed in section 

3.3.1.  The deposition chamber was connected via in-line gate valve to a sample preparation 

chamber (not shown in the figure) for substrate loading, storage, and for maintaining higher 

quality UHV conditions in the growth chamber. 

 

Fig. 3.2 Schematic of primary components of an MBE 
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3.1.3 Preliminary growths 

The first few growth attempts were limited to GaAs buffer layers and InGaAs base 

layers on GaAs substrates to analyze and optimize the deposition kinetics.  InGaAs base layer 

growths were varied for indium content by changing the In/Ga BEP ratio.  Following each 

InGaAs base layer growth the corresponding In BEP was kept constant in order to deposit a 

single layer of InAs for island formation, which were left uncapped for characterization.  At the 

end of these preliminary growths certain aspects of intended epitaxy were accomplished, which 

were as follows. 

 The maintaining of high arsenic background pressure at all times to replenish 

As atoms being desorbed from the substrate surface.  A III-V BEP ratio 

(As:In+Ga) of more than 10 resulted in smooth growth patterns, which were 

recorded as streaks on the RHEED screen, while a smaller ratio resulted in a 

spotty pattern, suggesting an uneven or non-planar growth process. 

 As a result of lower sticking coefficient for indium atoms as compared to 

gallium atoms the In-Ga BEP ratio of approx. 0.2 (samples: Z665, Z680) 

resulted in an indium fraction of 0.15 for the InGaAs base layer, as indicated by 

x-ray diffraction measurements and the Bragg diffraction condition.  X-ray 

results along with thickness measurements using profilometry were used to 

calculate deposition rates of the InAs and GaAs layers. 

 The InGaAs buffer layer growths were usually followed by the deposition of a 

single InAs monolayer (ML), (Z665, Z669, Z677-Z680, Z690).  A large lattice 

misfit (>7%) between the InAs ML and the GaAs seed layer was sufficient to 

initiate the Stranski-Krastanov strain release mechanism to form InAs islands 

that were recorded as triangular shaped or chevron RHEED patterns. 

 A III-V BEP ratio of 17 (Z680) was found to be optimum for the deposition of 

high density (2.52 x 1010 per cm2) InAs QDs with a narrow size distribution (32-
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39 nm, Bohr atomic radius = 38 nm) and narrow height variation (7 ± 1 nm).  

This was attributed to reduction in the indium adatom diffusion length, hence 

producing a uniformly thick epilayer.  With a uniform epilayer the misfit strain 

expanded evenly and initiated the SK mode mechanism within a very narrow 

time span over the entire surface.  This effect helped reduce structural 

inconsistency among the islands and thus resulted in a narrow distribution of 

dot sizes. 

 A III-V BEP ratio of 17, and a InAs ML deposition growth rate of about 0.05 

ML/sec (total 2.1 ML) proved to be the best growth condition for the synthesis 

of high-density, narrowly distributed islands (Z677-Z680).  The characteristic 

RHEED chevrons appeared at approx. 1.8 ML for the InAs deposition and 

became sharper for rest of the growth.  At higher deposition rates (0.12 

ML/sec) the RHEED chevrons were absent probably because of insufficient 

time for atom rearrangement during the SK growth process.  Also more than 4 

ML of InAs deposition resulted in streaky RHEED patterns, suggesting that 

uniform two-dimensional (2D) film growth took place as a result of coalescence 

of large islands into a continuous film. 

All of these results are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 4 using data provided by 

RHEED, AFM, SEM, TEM and profilometer characterization measurements.  The 

aforementioned preliminary growths served as a basis for the final p-i-n diode growths that will 

be discussed in the next section. 

3.1.4 Diode structure growths 

After pre-cleaning using the method described in 3.1.1 a cleaved GaAs substrate was 

loaded onto the MBE sample holder.  Using radiative heating the substrate was heated to 300 

0C to carry out a water desorption step for 15 min followed by deoxidation step at 660 0C for 15 

min.  During deoxidation the As K-cell shutter was opened to replenish the substrate surface 

with As atoms marking the emergence of 2x4 surface reconstructions, as observed from the 
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RHEED patterns.  First, the n-doped (silicon) GaAs buffer layer was deposited at a substrate 

temperature of 600 0C with the silicon doping K-cell at 10500 C.  This resulted in a doping 

concentration of approximately 1.03 × 1018 per cm-3 as determined by post growth Hall 

measurements.  Next a 0.4 μm thick GaAs buffer layer was deposited at a rate of 1.25 Å per 

sec.  Next, the substrate temperature was reduced to 4500 C to grow an In0.14Ga0.86As (n-doped, 

silicon K-cell temperature unchanged) base layer by opening the In K-cell shutter along with the 

Ga source to deposit 0.5 μm of InGaAs at the rate of 1.55 Å per sec. 

The intrinsic QD layers were grown in 3 steps with the substrate held at 530 0C, viz.: (1) 

3 nm of un-doped GaAs as the seed growth layer, (2) a 2.1 ML of un-doped InAs growth at the 

rate of 0.05 ML/sec and finally (3) a 3 nm growth of un-doped In0.14Ga0.86As as the cap layer.  

The first and third steps above were followed by 5 min of annealing; whereas the QDs formed 

during step 2 via Stranski-Krastanov growth mode were annealed for 2 minutes to provide 

sufficient time for adatom surface diffusion and atomic rearrangement.  The final step of the p-i-

n diode growth was the deposition of a 0.2 μm thick In0.14Ga0.86As top emitter layer, the p-doping 

was done using a beryllium K-cell at 7500 C and at a substrate of 4500 C for a duration of 30 

minutes.  The As K-cell shutter was kept open throughout the entire growth process. 

3.2 Device Fabrication 

Photolithography was conducted in the NanoFAB facility at UTA, to fabricate p-i-n 

devices from the epitaxially grown samples that were characterized by current-voltage 

measurements.  First, the epitaxially grown samples were cut into approximately 1 cm x 1 cm 

size pieces and cleaned using methanol and de-ionized water, and finally blow dried using 

nitrogen gas.  Photoresist AZ 5214 was spun on the sample surface using a PWM32-PS-R790 

spinneret, at 3000 rpm for 30 sec, see Fig 3.3 (a).  The coated sample was pre-baked at 90 0C 

for 60 sec on Signatone hotplate.  Next, an OAI-Model 860 aligner was used to perform 

ultraviolet (UV) exposure of the spin coated sample to transfer a MESA pattern of pre-designed 

mask. The printed on glass photo-mask MESA pattern consisted of square and rectangular 

features with sizes from 100 μm to up to 1 mm in which 500 x 500 μm2 features were selected 
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as device sizes for photovoltaic applications.  The UV exposure was carried out for 9 seconds 

followed by a 45 sec developer step by submerging the coated/exposed sample in a 300 MIF 

developer solution.  Once the pattern was formed the sample was post-baked for 15 seconds at 

140 0C using a hotplate. The thickness of the resist was measured using a KLA-Tencor Alpha-

Step IQ profilometer.  Patterned samples were then etched using a H3PO4:H2O2:H2O :: 3:1:25 

solution at the rate of 0.1 μm/min for about 5 minutes to form MESAs, as shown in Fig. 3.3 (b).  

The resist layer left at the top of the etched MESAs was cleaned using acetone, methanol and 

DI water.  The height of the etched MESAs was measured by profilometry and recorded in the 

lab notebook. 

To form square openings for the metal contact depositions on the etched MESA 

structures a negative lithography step was used.  First, the etched sample was spin coated with 

AZ 5214 at 4000 rpm for 30 seconds followed by a pre-bake step at 900 C for 60 sec on a 

hotplate.  The etched MESAs were then aligned with a METAL mask.  The METAL mask had 

solid square features printed onto a glass plate, which when aligned with the etched MESAs 

provided openings for the metal deposition.  Following the METAL mask alignment was a 6 sec 

UV exposure.  This lithography procedure would usually require a negative resist but the AZ 

5214 was little more versatile.  After the 6 sec exposure, cross-linking of the exposed AZ 5214, 

which was the entire resist layer except the unexposed METAL pattern, was executed by post-

baking at 115 0C for 60 sec.  Then the sample was flood exposed to UV light for 96 sec causing 

the previously unexposed METAL pattern to be soluble in 300 MIF [3.4].  Once the sample was 

developed using the 300 MIF solution, the soluble METAL pattern was washed away leaving 

behind small openings on the top and square rings around the MESAs while the rest of the 

sample was covered with AZ 5214, see Fig. 3.3 (c).  Next platinum metal deposition using a 

standard sputtering technique was conducted, which covered the entire sample.  The final 

procedure was a lift-off step to remove unneeded Pt by submerging the sample in acetone 

which dissolved the AZ 5214 with the unneeded Pt on its top surface and left behind the Pt 

contacts in the desired locations on top and around the MESAs, as shown in Fig. 3.3 (d). The 
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samples were then annealed at 150 0C for 30 sec using a JetFirst 150 Rapid Thermal Anneal 

system to ensure that ohmic contacts were formed. 

 

Fig. 3.3 Device fabrication, (a) spin coating AZ 5214 for MESA patterning, (b) etched MESAs 
using phosphoric acid, (c) the AZ 5214 negative lithographic step, (d) after platinum deposition 

by sputtering and the lift-off step. 
 

3.3 Materials and Device Characterization 

3.3.1. Reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) 

Fig. 3.4 shows a schematic of the RHEED analysis tool, which was used in situ during 

epitaxial growths.  A tungsten filament based electron gun with a high-voltage bias was used to 

generate an electron beam with a 10 keV potential that impinged onto the growth front at a 
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small grazing angle.  Because of the very low incident angle the electron beam penetrated only 

a few angstroms at most into the growth layer. 

 

Fig. 3.4. RHEED apparatus  

 

The periodic arrangement of the atoms at the growth front generated a Laue diffraction 

condition so that the reflected electron beam underwent constructive and destructive wave 

interference effects in the form of streaky and spotty patterns on a phosphor screen fluorescing 

as green light.  These patterns were recorded using a CCD camera.  Although bright streaks 

were a result of a smooth, two-dimensional growth front, triangular shaped chevron streaks 

were also observed as a result of diffraction effects from the uncapped InAs islands formed 

during the SK growth mode as discussed in detail in Chapter 4. 

3.3.2. X-ray diffraction  

X-ray diffraction characterization was carried out on grown samples using a Siemens 

D500 x-ray diffractometer residing in UTA’s Characterization Center for Materials and Biology.  

The setup of the diffractometer is shown in Fig. 3.5.  The sample was mounted using play-doh 

onto a sample holder, which was then placed on a sample spinner.  The X-ray source (Cu-K) 

generated a monochromatic beam which scattered off the periodic array of atoms and satisfied 

the Bragg diffraction condition for the (004) set of planes [3.5]. 
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Fig. 3.5, X-ray diffractometer at the θ-2θ Bragg condition 

 

Constructive and destructive wave interference of the diffracted beams was measured 

with a detector satisfying the θ-2θ Bragg condition as shown in Fig. 3.5.  Depending on the 

indium content in the base and emitter layers of the InGaAs, the lattice constant was altered 

and this caused the corresponding 2θ reading of the detector to change.  The Siemens D500 

tool was computer controlled using a Windows based multiple document interface (MDI) 

software that allowed easy accessibility for executing tasks ranging from experimental setup to 

data plotting and analysis.  It also included a database comprised of the structural properties of 

a wide variety of materials, which could be compared with measured 2θ vs. intensity plots. 

3.3.3. Secondary electron microscopy (SEM) and energy dispersive x-ray (EDX) 

The SEM tool, model ZEISS Supra 55 VP, is located in the NanoFAB center at UTA.  

As a non-destructive imaging technique it was used to do high resolution surface 

characterization of the grown samples.  The SEM setup consisted of an electron gun to 

generate a beam by thermionic emission, which scattered inelastically with the sample’s surface 

atoms to generate secondary electrons.  Depending on the atomic constituents making up the 

surface, the secondary electrons were emitted over a range of energies and thus served as a 
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source of different energy charges that were picked up by an electron detector to create 

contrast images of the surface.  About 5 to 10 kV of electron acceleration potential was 

sufficient to provide up to 10 nm of resolution.  However the SEM did not create sufficient 

contrast to image the uncapped InAs quantum dot samples we grew because the secondary 

electron energies generated by the InAs islands were to close in energy with the surrounding 

InAs wetting layer.  Hence, the main purpose of the SEM characterization was to display any 

surface defects undetected by optical microscopy.  The ZEISS Supra 55 VP was also equipped 

with a Genesis 4000 XMS detector which allowed energy dispersive elemental analysis of the 

uncapped quantum dot layers.  This analysis formed the basis for determining the extent of any 

In-Ga inter-diffusion observed in our samples, [3.6] as discussed in Chapter 4. 

3.3.4. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 

Fig. 3.6 shows a typical AFM setup.  The one employed for this project was a Digital 

Instruments Dimension 5000 scanning probe microscope located in the NanoFAB Center at 

UTA.  This AFM tool consisted of a silicon nitride cantilever beam, with a sharp tip at the end 

that had curvature on the order of few nanometers.  It was designed to oscillate close to its 

natural mechanical resonance frequency.  A beam from a solid state laser diode reflected off of 

the oscillating cantilever beam and was detected by a position sensitive split photodiode 

detector.  Depending on the vertical displacement of the cantilever, when probing an uneven 

sample surface, the photodiode sensors detected a difference in the output signal thus serving 

as a contrasting source to create an image.  For the characterization of the uncapped InAs 

quantum dot samples we used a scan size of 500 x 500 nm, a height detection limit of 10 nm, 

an integral gain of 0.4, and a proportional gain of 0.6 to produc acceptable AFM images.  The 

AFM’s resolution was comparable to the SEM but the AFM’s tapping mode technique provided 

far better contrast for the QD imaging. 
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Fig. 3.6 Atomic force microscopy 

 

3.3.5 Photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy 

PL experiments were carried out in the Department of Physics at UT Dallas under the 

supervision of Dr. Anton Malko and his Research Associates.  The samples were cooled to 6K 

using liquid helium in a cryogenic chamber to slow down phonon contributions to the PL 

spectra.  An Ar+ laser set at a frequency of about 735 nm was used to excite carrier electrons 

out of the InGaAs and GaAs valence bands.  A 0.22 m grating monochromator utilizing a 1200 

grooves/mm diffraction grating was used to select different photon energies emitted from the 

excited carriers in the samples.  Both a germanium detector with a wavelength detection range 

up to 1100 nm and an InAs detector with a detection range between 1100 and 1600 nm were 

employed to characterize photons generated by radiative recombination of the excited carriers.  

The typical setup for the low temperature PL instrumentation is shown in Fig. 3.7. 

3.3.6 High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 

HRTEM sample preparation and imaging were carried out by Dr. Choong-un Kim and 

Dr. Cheolwoong Yang at the Department of Advanced Materials Science and Engineering, 

Sungkyunkwan University, Republic of Korea.  The HRTEM sample was first mechanically 
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polished down to a thickness of about 50 μm and then mounted horizontally on a half-grid and 

later inserted into a focused ion beam (FIB) milling machine.  Top-down milling was then carried 

out to form a ‘H-block’ sample with the electron transparent region perpendicular to epitaxial 

growth direction.  The milled sample was then mounted in the HRTEM sample holder that was 

then inserted in the column of the HRTEM, which used a field-emission gun and accelerating 

electrodes to generate an electron beam of 200 keV.  As a result of Laue diffraction conditions, 

the electrons scattered off of the atomic planes to form cross-sectional bright field and dark field 

images of the p-i-n diode structures thus producing visual data to undertake strain analysis and 

to assess defect generation mechanisms as discussed in Chapters 4 and 5. 

 

Fig. 3.7 Low temperature PL characterization setup 

 

3.3.7 Current-Voltage (I-V) measurements 

For I-V measurements a four-probe apparatus located in Dr. Michael Jin’s Photovoltaic 

Materials Laboratory at UTA was employed.  The characterization probes were manual 3-axis 

type micromanipulators with a magnetic base that sat on a metal chuck.  The probe tips allowed 

contacting metal contact pads with sizes as small as 10 microns square.  The four-probe 

system provided separate probes for current and voltage measurements thereby minimizing 

lead resistances and contact resistance between the platinum pads and the InGaAs base and 

emitter surfaces [3.7].  An air mass zero (AM0) equivalent light source was used to illuminate 
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the diode samples to determine the photoconductivity and photovoltaic properties of the diodes.  

These samples were mounted on a vacuum pump hold-down chuck.  The entire assembly was 

enclosed in a black box in order to exclude outside light interference.  A modification was made 

to this setup to characterize the light current behavior in the near to long infrared wavelength 

ranges, see Fig. 3.8.  This modification consisted of a cardboard sleeve that was used to 

surround the AM0 light source with an opening at the bottom of the sleeve in which an infrared 

(IR) filter was taped to filter out visible light. 

 

Fig. 3.8 Current-Voltage characterization setup using IR filter 

 

Three types of filters were used, viz. 850 nm, 950 nm and 1300 nm, these blocked 

photons up to the wavelengths they were designed for. The 850 and 950 nm filters were about 

the size of a typical photography lens, i.e. 52 mm in diameter, while the 1300 nm filter was 

about 25 mm in diameter.  It was designed to pass only long IR wavelengths.  The long-pass IR 

wavelength filter was manufactured by Electrophysics Scientific Imaging.  This filter exhibited ≤ 

1% transmission for short-UV wavelengths up to approximately 1280 nm, and then rose within a 

span of 40 nm to at least 90% transmission for all longer wavelengths greater than the cutoff 

wavelength c = 1300 nm ± 10 nm established at 50 % of the peak transmission.  The use of the 
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850 nm, 950 nm, and 1300 nm filters therefore restricted the generation of any photocurrents 

from the intrinsic quantum dot region of the p-i-n devices arising from optical wavelengths 

shorter than the respective cutoff values of the filters.  The discussion and analysis of the 

results of the photo current generation in the p-i-n devices are explained in more detail in 

Chapter 6. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EPITAXIAL GROWTH CHARACTERIZATION 

 
This chapter studies the epitaxial growth of InGaAs (p) / InAs / InGaAs (n) 

semiconductor diode structures, grown using a molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) tool.  Section 4.1 

outlines the analysis of epitaxial growths of the buffer and intrinsic regions.  This section uses in 

situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) method to analyze surface 

reconstruction while X-ray diffraction (XRD) results were analyzed to calculate alloy 

compositions and the band gap of the epilayers.  Section 4.2 discusses the analysis of epitaxial 

growth of InAs quantum dots using RHEED, XRD, and photoluminescence (PL) data.  It should 

be noted that the realization of the optimized kinetics of epitaxial growths, in Sections 4.1 and 

4.2, have already been established in the literature and we analyze the observed structural and 

morphological growth trends based solely on those reports.  Section 4.3 briefly discusses a high 

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) image of the stacked QD device 

captured using the bright field method.  Section 4.4 outlines the optoelectronic performance of 

InAs islands by correlating the PL data at long infrared wavelengths with previously reported 

work.   This chapter outlines the structural and optical properties of the grown layers and the 

InAs quantum dots that formed a basis for the strain analysis and photocurrent behavior 

discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. 

4.1 Buffer Layer Growth 

4.1.1 Effect of arsenic background pressure on buffer layer growth 

Any epitaxial growth analysis requires a combination of both thermodynamic [2.16 - 2.20] and 

kinetic [2.21 – 2.25] point of views.  The thermodynamic approach provides a basis for 

energetically favorable states that are approached by the given kinetic conditions [4.1].  In case 

of InGaAs buffer layer growths, a thermodynamically favorable state is defined by the final 
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stoichiometry which is affected by kinetic factors such as the substrate temperature and the 

arsenic/gallium-indium background pressure ratio.  The stoichiometry of an InGaAs buffer layer 

is dictated by the differences in sticking coefficients and the ratio of partial pressures between 

arsenic (group V) and indium-gallium (group III) elements [4.2].  During the targeted epitaxial 

growth of In15Ga85As buffer layers atop a GaAs substrate, three samples, Z653, Z655 and Z665 

(see Appendix A), exhibited an interplay between the thermodynamic and kinetic aspects of 

growth.  Z653 and Z655 were grown at a substrate temperature of 550 0C while Z665 was 

grown at 600 0C with a V to III beam equivalent pressure (BEP) ratio of approximately 20, and a 

BEP = 9 and 15 was employed for Z653 and Z655, respectively.  The difference in substrate 

temperatures is fairly close enough to be considered a 2x4 growth pattern (Fig. 2.5) suggesting 

a gallium rich growth front [2.31].  An in situ reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED) 

tool captured the surface reconstructions at (100) azimuth, seen in Fig. 4.1.  Z653 and Z665 

showed streaky RHEED patterns while Z655 showed a spotty pattern.  A streaky RHEED 

pattern is a result of a smooth surface growth while a spotty pattern as seen in the Z655 

RHEED pattern resembles reciprocal lattice rods formed as a result of the electron beam 

interacting with an uneven surface [4.3].  This observation was corroborated in secondary 

electron microscopy (SEM) images shown in Fig. 4.2.  It was clear that a V-III BEP ratio lower 

than 10 was insufficient for arsenic chemisorption, hence resulting in forming droplets of group 

III elements on the surface during deposition.  The Z665 growth was an indication to maintain a 

minimum BEP ratio of 15 for the rest of the growths. 

 

Fig. 4.1 In-situ RHEED patterns of (a) Z653, (b) Z655 and (c) Z665 
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Fig. 4.2 SEM images of (a) Z655 and (b) Z665 

 

4.1.2 Effect of indium-to-gallium flux ratio 

Samples Z653, Z655 and Z665 were grown using an indium to gallium BEP ratio of 

0.38 for Z653 while 0.22 for Z655 and Z665, respectively.   These three samples were tested 

using the D500 x-ray apparatus that produced counts-per-second (CPS) vs. 2θ curves, as 

shown in Fig. 4.3.  A set of twin peaks at 66.02˚ and 66.2˚ are the characteristic Kα1 and Kα2 

Bragg diffractions resulting from (004) GaAs planes [4.4], whereas diffractions from (004) 

planes of InGaAs buffer layers were recorded at lower 2θ values.  InGaAs peaks for In-Ga ratio 

0.38 and 0.22 appeared at 64.8 and 65.3 degrees, respectively; while a III/V BEP ratio of 9 for 

Z655 did not yield evidence of the twin peaks, as was deduced in the previous section, for 

InGaAs growth.  The indium fractions in the buffer layers of Z653 and Z665 were calculated 

using the Bragg diffraction equation [3.5],  

 
 




sin2

222 lkh
                                                                                               (4.1) 

where δ is the lattice constant, h, k and l are the Miller indices (004) of the diffraction plane, θ is 

the Bragg diffraction angle and λ is the wavelength of the Cu-K x-ray source, which is 1.5405 Å.  

GaAs peak at 66.02˚ translated into 5.6533 Å for the GaAs lattice constant [4.4] and the peaks 

at 64.8˚ and 65.3˚ correspond to lattice constants of 5.748 and 5.709 Å respectively.  InGaAs 

being an alloy follows Vegard law [2.2] which states that at a constant temperature there exists 
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a linear relationship between the lattice constant and the fractional constituents of the alloy.  

Now GaAs lattice constant is 5.653 Å while InAs lattice constant is 6.0584 Å [4.4].  Vegard’s law 

for InGaAs buffer layer alloy can be written as, 

δ[InxGa1-xAs] = x (δ[InAs]) + (1-x)·( δ[GaAs])                                                            (4.2) 

Using Eq., 4.2 we can calculate the In content in Z653 as, 5.748 = x (6.0584) + (1-x)(5.653), 

giving, x = 0.23; while for Z665, 5.709 = x (6.0584) + (1-x)(5.653), gives indium fraction x = 0.14. 

 

Fig. 4.3 X-ray diffraction curves as a result of V to III BEP ratio and In-Ga BEP ratio 

 

The In-Ga BEP ratio of 0.38 resulted in In0.23Ga0.72As buffer layer while a BEP ratio of 

0.22 resulted in an In0.14Ga0.86As buffer layer composition.  The mismatch between the final 

thermodynamically favorable stoichiometry and the kinetic aspect of the In-Ga ratio is a result of 

difference in the sticking coefficients between the indium and gallium.  The thermodynamics of 

the growth conditions dictates the buffer layer stoichiometry, rendering less control by the 

kinetic factors.  Similar trend were observed during the growth of microstructures and will be 
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discussed in Section 4.2.  Any sample growths after Z665 were designed to grow a buffer layer 

with InAs molar fraction of x ≈ 0.14. 

Growth rates for individual molecules in Z665 were calculated using the KLA-Tencor 

Alpha-Step IQ profilometer for epitaxial thickness measurements across a tab formed on the 

edge of the sample as result of the design of the MBE substrate holder clips that blocked any 

deposition beneath the clip holders.  Using the profilometer the step height across the tab step 

gave the total epilayer thickness which when divided by the growth time gave the epilayer 

growth rate.  Using this method the individual growth rates were recorded as, GaAs = 1.11 

Å/sec, InGaAs = 1.37 Å/sec and InAs = 0.16 Å/sec or 0.053 monolayer (ML)/sec.  These values 

were used for later microstructure growths of deposited epitaxial layers with a required 

monolayer precision. 

InGaAs buffer layer in Z665 and any subsequent growths were n-doped using silicon.  

Van der Pauw measurements were performed by Dr. Kevin Clark and the doping concentration 

was calculated to be 1.03 × 1018 per cm3.  For both the p-n andi p-i-n diode structure growths 

the InGaAs top (emitter) layers was p-doped using beryllium with a doping concentration of 2 × 

1018 per cm3. 

4.2 Epitaxial Growth of InAs Quantum Dots 

As previously mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the Stranski-Krastanov (SK) mode of 

epitaxial growth is a result of interfacial strain release by an epilayer that has a significant lattice 

mismatch (heteroepitaxy) with an underlying substrate [1.10].  Fig. 4.4 shows different epilayer 

morphologies encountered during SK growth.  Although a lattice mismatch is a pre-requisite, the 

amount of deposited material and the energy equilibrium dictate if the epilayer forms a uniform 

film with a lattice constant bi-axially strained to the underlying substrate (UF), a coherent island 

without any dislocation generation (CI) or a dislocated island (DI).  By interfacial strain 

relaxation (ΔEelast < 0) islands are formed that increases the surface area of the epi-layer (ΔA > 

0) and so does the surface energy (ΔEsurf > 0).  This change in the surface energy competes 

with the energy of dislocation formation (Edisl).  Fig 4.4 (b) shows the phase diagram as a 
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function of ratio of Edisl/ΔEsurf (defined as Λ) vs. the amount of monolayer deposited.  Small Λ 

ratio results in lower dislocation formation energy favoring DI formation whereas large ratio with 

the right amount of monolayer (ML) thickness results in CI formation.  Less than critical ML 

content will result in a uniform film without sufficient interfacial strain energy to form islands.  

Just as in InGaAs buffer layer growth, even in InAs quantum dot (QD) growth there is an 

interplay between the thermodynamically preferred states and the kinetic factors of the MBE 

growth.  For SK growth mode the thermodynamics of the favored state are a result of energy 

equilibrium and the kinetic factors that can be controlled are the amount of InAs ML deposition, 

As BEP, substrate temperature and ML growth rate.  Next sub-sections outline the effects of all 

of those boundary conditions to fabricate narrowly distributed, high density InAs islands that 

would exhibit strong to intermediate 3 dimensional quantum confinements. 

 

Fig. 4.4 Stranski-Krastanov (SK) growth [Shchukin, 2004] 

 

4.2.1 Effect of InAs ML content and the substrate temperature 

Our QD growths began with a substrate temperature of 5300C, influenced by some 

recent successful attempts in the recent literature [4.5].  Formation of InAs quantum dots was 

recorded in RHEED images, Fig. 4.5 (a), captured during Z665 growth.  For this growth the 

InGaAs buffer layer deposition step was followed by 30 Å of un-doped GaAs seed layer that 

provided sufficient misfit for InAs ML deposition.  2.9 ML of InAs (using growth rates calculated 

in Section 4.1.2) was deposited by opening the indium k-cell shutter for about 40 seconds while 
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Ga shutter was closed.  Up to approx. 25th second RHEED exhibited a streaky pattern implying 

uniform film growth of biaxially strained InAs and after 25th second the streaks transformed into 

V shaped patterns (chevrons).  From kinematical theory of electron diffraction [4.6] when an 

electron beam is incident at low angles to a periodic array of atoms then it interacts with the 

atoms within a few nanometers of the growth front resulting in a reciprocal lattice image with 

dimensions inversely proportional to the actual lattice, e.g. a low incident electron beam 

interaction with a thin foil results in a needle shaped reciprocal lattice image.  This phenomenon 

is duplicated in plate-like precipitates formed during thermal processes of alloys [4.9].  If the 

plane of the plates is inclined to the plane of the electron beam then the reciprocal lattice image 

is seen as a tilted needle and is precisely the case as recorded in our RHEED images with 

chevrons indicating beam diffraction off of island facets.  Feltrin et al simulated RHEED patterns 

for epitaxially grown islands and correlated the plane of the island facet with the angle formed 

by chevrons [4.8].  According to Feltrin, for a facet plane (11x) x is inversely proportional to the 

tangent of the semi-chevron angle, (α) in Fig. 4.5 (a), which in our case is around 400 and tan-1 

of 20 is 1.2, so from 4.5 (b) the facet of the grown InAs island lies in the plane (112).  The effect 

of ML content on the SK morphologies was recorded as RHEED images formed during the 

growth of Z686, see Fig. 4.6.  This sample was grown as a test to recalibrate k-cells during the  

 

Fig. 4.5 (a) Z665 RHEED image after depositing 2ML InAs, (b) correlation between chevron 
angle and facet orientation [Feltrin, 2007] 
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course of several growths.  Fig 4.6 shows RHEED images produced after deposition of (a) 2.1 

ML, (b) 3.5 ML and (c) 4 ML of InAs.  A striking difference is witnessed as chevron streaks, after 

2.1 ML of InAs deposition, transformed into spotty/needle like streaks with 3.5 ML of InAs.  This 

is attributed to transformation from pyramid/dome shaped islands to disc shaped islands [2.56].  

Higher ML content further roughened the growth front resulting in diffused/spotty RHEED 

image, Fig. 4.6 (c).  The formation of islands with about 2.5 was an indication to practice further 

growths with 2.5 ML of InAs deposition. 

 

Fig. 4.6 RHEED images after deposition of (a) 2.1 ML, (b) 3.5 ML and (c) more than 4 ML of 
InAs 

 
4.2.2 Effect of ML growth rate 

Fig. 4.7 consists of RHEED images recorded for growths of samples (a) Z680, (b) 

Z677, (c) Z678 and (d) Z679 conducted at identical substrate temperature of 530 0C.  The 

growth rates for InAs deposition were 0.05, 0.07, 0.12 and 0.16 ML/sec for Z680, Z677, Z678 

and Z679, respectively.  What can be noticed is the departure from v shaped chevrons (growth 

rate of 0.05 and 0.07 ML/sec) to streaky and faint chevrons (0.12 ML/sec) to a complete 

disappearance of chevrons (0.16 ML/sec).  From earlier discussions and related reports the first 

inference will be that pyramid/dome shaped islands transformed to disc shaped islands to a film 
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morphology as increasing growth rate reduced the time needed for the interfacial strain release 

phenomenon and preferred film growth [2.57]. 

 

Fig. 4.7 RHEED images after deposition of about 2.7 ML of InAs at growth rates of (a) 0.05 
ML/sec, (b) 0.07 ML/sec, (c) 0.12 ML/sec and (d) 0.16 ML/sec 

 

Da Silva [4.9] and Ilahi [4.10] have reported increased island size with reducing InAs 

growth rate up to 0.001 ML/sec that resulted into 50 nm sized islands with weak quantum 

confinement effects since the de Broglie wavelength for InAs is 38 nm.  Da Silva and Ilahi 

attributed the low density, large size island formation to the In atom desorption and subsequent 

suppression of nucleation of relaxed structures.  Those reports and our RHEED images 

indicated InAs Ml growth rate of 0.05 ML/sec for further growths. 

4.2.3 Effect of Arsenic background pressure on InAs quantum dot growth 

Figs. 4.8 (a) Z669, (d) Z690 and (g) Z680 show AFM images of the topography of InAs 

islands formed under arsenic beam pressures of 5.7 e-06 (Z669), 7.9 e-06 (Z690) and 8.9 e-06 

mBar (Z680), respectively, with the corresponding lateral views in Figs. 4.8 (c) Z669, (f) Z690 

and (i) Z680.  2.9, 3.2 and 2.1 ML of InAs was deposited for Z669, Z690 and Z680 samples, 

respectively with the corresponding QD size distribution as shown in graphs 4.8 (b), (e) and (h).  

It is evident from AFM images that with increasing arsenic flux the QD density increased while 

the size distribution was narrowed down.  This is attributed to the reduction of the In adatom 
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diffusion length [2.58, 4.11].  To summarize this phenomenon when an indium atom from the K-

cell beam gets chemisorbed onto a heated surface then the probability of the chemisorbed ad 

atom to encounter an arsenic atom increases with a higher As flux.  Due to which the ad atom 

has to diffuse to a relatively shorter distance to form InAs molecules than it would with a 

comparatively lower As flux plus a reduced possibility of desorption of the adatom results in to a 

 
 

Fig. 4.8 Effect of arsenic background pressure on the density, size distribution and shape of 
InAs QDs. (a) – (c) As BEP = 5.7x 10-9 mbar, (d) – (f) As BEP = 7.9 x 10-9 mbar and (g) – (i) As 

BEP = 8.9 x 10-9 mbar 
 

uniform film.  With a uniform epilayer the misfit strain expands evenly and initiates the SK mode 

mechanism within a very narrow time span over the entire surface.  This effect helped reduce 
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the structural inconsistency among the islands and the epilayer growth resulted in a narrow 

distribution of dot sizes that continued past SK initiation phase as the ad atoms for rest of the 

growth time were evenly deposited atop the islands.  Fig. 4.8 shows that the QD density 

increased from 1.8 x1010 (b) to 2.3 x1010 (e) per cm2 with an increase in the As flux from 5.7 to 

7.9 e-06 mbar that resulted in narrowing of the InAs island size distribution from 16 to 40 nm to 

30 to 55 nm.  Reduction in ML deposition from 3.2 to 2.1 formed QDs with narrowest distribution 

of 32 to 38 nm with a density of 2.5 e10 per cm2. . Lateral AFM images show that the height of 

the QDs increased from Fig. 4.8 (c) 3 ± 1 nm to (f) 7 ± 2 and (i) 7 ± 1 nm as the arsenic 

pressure was increased.  It should be noted that the scan size for Fig 4.8 (i) is 1µm x 1µm while 

that for Figs. (c) and (f) is 0.25 µm x 0.25 µm.  Although the tendency to form pyramidal shaped 

islands is enhanced in SK mode, the visual result in dome shapes could be attributed to the 

radius of the AFM tip that limited the feature contrast to few angstroms.  As a future work 

scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) could serve as a better tool for morphological 

characterization of grown dots. 

4.2.4 Misfit strain and coherent islands 

The misfit strain drives the thermodynamics of Stranski-Krastanov epitaxial growth that 

results in three different growth morphologies, viz., (a) uniform film (UF), (b) coherent island (CI) 

and (c) dislocated island (DI).  Recalling the discussion in Section 2.2.3, Ratsch and Zangwill 

[2.52] proposed that a moderate to low monolayer deposition of a lattice mismatched material 

with more than, approx., 2% of misfit strain produces coherent islands.  A kinetic extension to 

their work was provided by Pintus [2.55] and Snyder [2.56] when the amount of monolayer 

deposition was correlated with the adatom diffusion length, given by Eqn. 2.19 as,  DL ; 

where D is the surface diffusivity and τ is the time of deposition.  By reducing the adatom 

diffusion length the amount of monolayer to be deposited is restricted in the moderate to low 

regime as predicted by Ratsch.  Although Pintus and Snyder provided a useful kinetic insight 

however an exact measurement of adatom diffusion length is very difficult because surface 
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diffusivity is a function of substrate temperature and, as previously mentioned in Chapter 3, due 

to substrate installation and rotation requirements in the MBE tool the radiant filament for 

substrate heating was not in direct contact with the substrate thereby increasing  the substrate 

temperature accuracy up to ± 25 0C of the intended temperature.  Nevertheless the adatom 

diffusion length phenomenon provides sufficient qualitative insight to fabricate coherent islands.  

Shchukin et al stepped further by comparing probability of dislocated island formation (Pd) and 

the distribution of island volume (Pd), see Fig. 4.9 [4.12].  Shchukin stated that if the average 

volume of islands on a growth front is moderate then only a small fraction of islands contains 

defects but for a comparatively higher average volume a larger fraction of islands is defective.   

 

Fig. 4.9 Distribution function of island volume (Pv) and probability of dislocated islands (Pd) 
[redrawn from Shchukin, 2004] 

 

By this rationale when sample Z680 was grown by reducing adatom diffusion length for InAs ML 

deposition the average volume distribution resembled the QD size distribution, seen previously 

in Fig. 4.8 (h) suggesting lower fraction of dislocated islands compared to sample Z690, Fig. 4.8 
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(e) that shows a higher average volume of islands.  Direct evidence of dislocated islands was 

recorded by Guha [4.13] using a cross sectional transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

imaging technique for a sample with 7 ML of InAs epitaxially deposited on a GaAs substrate and 

later capped by epoxy, Fig. 4.10.  Dislocations are marked by arrows while arrow ‘1’ points to a 

stacking fault at the island edge.  Guha concluded that island sizes more than 40 nm 

incorporated dislocations while smaller islands remained relatively coherent.  In this work we 

rely on TEM imaging, discussed in the next section, to record any evidence of dislocated island 

formation. 

 

Fig. 4.10 Transmission electron microscope image showing a large InAs island with dislocations 
at the interface [Guha, 1990] 

 

4.3 InAs Quantum Dot Characterization 

Growth parameters for sample Z665 (InGaAs buffer layer) and Z680 (narrowly distributed high 

density InAs QDs) were adopted to grow an InGaAs (p) / InGaAs (n) homojunction device, Z673 

(HOM) and an InGaAs (p) / InAs (i) / InGaAs (n) quantum dot device, Z682 (QD device) with 5 

InAs QD layers incorporated within the intrinsic region, respectively.  To reminisce from Section 

3.1.4, the intrinsic layers were grown in 3 steps, with the substrate held at 530 0C, viz.: (a) 3 nm 

of un-doped GaAs seed layer growth, (b) 2.1 ML of un-doped InAs growth at the rate of 0.054 

ML/sec, (c) 3 nm of un-doped In0.14Ga0.86As cap growth.  Steps (a) and (c) were followed by 5 

min annealing under As flux alone while 2 minutes. of annealing was performed for self-

assembled InAs QDs.  QD device was further fabricated into a focused ion beam sample and 
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tested using high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) to capture a bright field 

image, see Fig. 4.11.  The triangular image in the center is an InAs QD with the InAs wetting 

layer (WL), which is a uniform film bi-axially strained to the underlying GaAs seed layer, 

extending from the base of the triangle.  From the HRTEM image the height of the QD is seen 

as approximately 5 nm which is a slight departure from 7 nm, as was measured previously 

using AFM.  We note that the top of the island that has sufficiently released the strain consists 

of a significantly different lattice constant than the surround InGaAs cap producing diffraction 

contrast while the base of the island has lattice constant closer to GaAs seed layer and blends 

in with the GaAs seed layer image forming comparatively lower contrast.  Besides biaxial 

straining and the strain decay within the island two other phenomena diminished HRTEM 

contrast, viz., (i) indium-gallium inter-diffusion as a result of strain gradient between relaxed top 

of the island and the surround InGaAs cap [4.14 - 4.16] and (ii) segregation of group III atoms at 

the epilayer surface [4.17 - 4.19].  Interdiffusion drags Ga atoms from the capping layer into the 

island truncating the pyramid that possibly resulted into the height measurement discrepancy 

between AFM and TEM tools.  This phenomenon reduced the indium fraction within the islands 

and also a weak bonding of the adatoms resulted in the surface segregation of indium.  Both of 

these phenomena have been reported in the literature that employed annealing via growth 

interruption after deposition of both InAs ML and InGaAs cap alloy, departing the composition of 

each layer from the intended growth parameters [4.16, 4.19].  Although annealing of islands 

remains a vital step for > 2 ML of InAs deposition [2.56 - 2.58] a random composition 

distribution, cladding of the islands by InGaAs capping layer and bi-axial lattice straining of the 

intrinsic layers generated insufficient contrast making TEM imaging difficult.  Hence we relied on 

AFM results to characterize the electronic properties of the islands in section 4.5, but 

nevertheless HRTEM characterization presented visual evidence of an InAs island. 
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Fig. 4.11 Cross sectional HRTEM image of 5 layered QD device 

 

4.4 QD and HOM Epitaxial Growth Comparison 

A comparison of structural, compositional and electronic properties between QD and 

HOM samples was performed using x-ray (XRD), Fig. 4.10, and photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopy, Fig. 4.11.  In Fig. 4.12 two sets of twin peaks at approx. 65.3 degrees belong to 

Kα diffraction emerging from (004) InGaAs base (n-doped) and emitter (p-doped) layers while 

the twin peaks at 66 degrees belong to (004) GaAs buffer layer and substrate.  A shoulder at 

approx. 65 degrees for the QD sample is attributed to the randomly formed InGaAs alloy within 

the intrinsic quantum dot region as a result of inter-diffusion [4.14 - 4.16] and surface 

segregation [4.16, 4.19] phenomena.  Another evidence of intrinsic layers was seen under PL 

spectra generated by cooling down the samples to 6 K, see Fig. 4.13.  QD and HOM samples 

exhibited an InGaAs peaks at 920 nm (1.35 eV) and 934 nm (1.32 eV), respectively with a very 

close full width at half maximums (FWHM) (~60 meV).  The indium content within the base and 

emitter layers was calculated from XRD plots using the same method discussed previously in 

Section 4.1.2 that used Vegard with the results noted in Table 4.1.  The alloy band gap, on the 

contrary, followed a parabolic relation [2.3], 

2cYbYaEg                                                                                                 (2.1) 
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where a and b are determined by materials of the alloy while c is the bowing co-efficient which 

measures the deviation from the linearity.  This coefficient comprises of a periodic component, 

ci, that recognizes the change in bond length and an aperiodic component, ce, which is a root-

mean-square fluctuation in the electron potential from its periodic amplitude.  Madelung has 

formed a relation for an InGaAs alloy band gap as [4.21], 

2)1(4.0)1(7.0324.0 xxE g                                                                         (4.3) 

Results are outlined in Table 4.1.  XRD data predicted smaller InGaAs band gap than PL data.  

This is attributed to the cryo conditions of PL testing that slowed down the lattice vibrations 

[4.22] predicting higher Eg while XRD testing was carried out at the room temperature.  

Although, evidently, both XRD and PL data recorded slightly lower Eg in the HOM sample on an 

account of higher InAs fraction compared to the QD sample.  What is also noticeable in both the 

plots is the existence of intrinsic region, especially in the PL spectrum that recorded photon 

activity starting from around 970 up to 1200 nm. The characterization of individual intrinsic 

layers by any quantitative means was extremely difficult since the thicknesses of each layers 

were within a range of 5 to 10 nm (detailed cross sectional TEM and corresponding PL 

discussion are presented in Chapter 5) plus the added effects of material interdiffusion 

phenomena.  But qualitatively both PL and XRD confirmed the existence of an intrinsic region in 

the QD sample which was not present in the HOM device. 

Table 4.1 QD and HOM buffer layer comparison 

Sample 2 θ (deg) 
Lattice 

constant (Å) 
InAs fraction  

Band gap, Eg, 

from XRD 

(eV) 

Band gap, Eg, 

from PL  

(eV) 

QD 65.25 5.712 0.145 1.215 1.35 

HOM 65.22 5.715 0.152 1.205 1.32 
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Fig. 4.12 Epitaxial growth comparison using XRD 

 

Fig. 4.13 PL comparison  
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4.5 Electronic Properties of InAs Quantum Dots 

An entire plot of the PL activity recorded from 800 nm to around 1600 nm wavelength 

range for the QD sample is seen Fig. 4.14.  As mentioned in the previous section the PL activity 

in the near IR range belonged to intrinsic region of the QD sample however in the full range plot 

some photon activity was recorded in the long IR range of around 1400 nm.  We speculate this 

photon activity to be arising from strain released part of the InAs QDs that exhibits 3 

dimensional quantum confinements.  In this section we attempt to correlate an InAs quantum 

dot band gap calculated, by Ghanad-Tavakoli et al (GT) [4.23], from the separation of the 

density of states as a function of misfit strain between the island and the seed layer.  GT 

attempted InAs QD band gap calculation for islands epitaxially grown over different InxGa1-xAs 

substrates with varying InAs fraction.  Fig. 4.15 shows the band diagrams of (a) our QD device 

and (b) GT’s quantum dot (GT-QD) structure.  Both the diagrams are not drawn to scale but the 

apparent difference between the two structures is the buffer layer grown on the GaAs 

substrates and the seed and capping layers. 

 

Fig. 4.14 Photon activity at 1400 nm 
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Fig. 4.15 Band diagrams for (a) QD device and (b) GT-QD structure [Ghanad-Tavakoli, 2009] 

 

GT used an InGaAs buffer compositionally graded at the rate of 0.02 InAs fraction per 

100 nm epilayer growth with the final InGaAs alloy had 0.2 ≤ x ≤ 0.3, while our QD sample 

consisted of In0.15Ga0.85As buffer layer without any compositional grading.  The GT-QD sample 

consisted of a two-step seed layer growth with deposition of a 25 nm InGaP and a 150 nm 

InGaAs epilayers followed by InAs island formation which were capped by the same two layers, 

except in a reverse order of seed layer stack.  The QD sample, on the other hand used a single 

GaAs seed layer (3 nm) and an InGaAs capping layer (3 nm).  One of the GT-QD structures 

consisted of an InGaAs seed layer with x = 0, i.e. a GaAs seed layer, similar to our QD device.  

AFM data for QD and GT-QD structures is compared in fig 4.16 (a) and (b) respectively.  GT-

QD structure had island diameters close to 28 nm while our QD device islands were on an 

average 35 nm in size but both the samples exhibited an island height of 7 nm.  GT considered 

a cylindrical section of an intrinsic layer that consisted of seed, island and the aping layer.  

Using the Green’s function and the Hamiltonian operator for cylindrical co-ordinates GT 
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formulated an expression for the density of states within an InAs island that incorporated lattice 

strain as a result of the misfit between that island and a base layer, as [4.23], 

    


 EzrrdrdzAED ;,2
2

1
                                                   (4.4) 

In Eqn. 4.4 A(r, z; E) represents the diagonal elements related to the Green’s function, 

with r representing the position of an atom within a hypothetical cylindrical island with respect to 

the center of the cylinder and z represents the vertical dimension.  From Eqn. 4.4 GT simulated 

hole and electron density of states for InAs islands of 28 nm size and 7 nm height grown on 

GaAs buffer layer (misfit ε = 7.16%), see Fig. 4.17.  As a result of 3 dimensional carrier 

confinement atomic-like discrete wave-function were generated with the first electron density of 

state at 0.34 eV and the first hole density of state at 0.065 eV which together when added to the 

strained InAs bulk band gap (0.48 eV) translated into the first electron-heavy hole transition to 

be at 0.885 eV, (1393 nm).  Their room temperature PL data confirmed this transition.  Given 

the close similarity of our QD sample with the GT-QD structure, GT’s DOS calculations were 

adopted for our PL data that showed a peak around 1400 nm.  However our islands are 35 nm 

on an average and the PL testing was carried out at substrate temperature of 6K.  Even though 

a definite estimate of e1-hh1 transition energy for our sample is unavailable but a qualitative 

resemblance with GT’s data could be made on a basis that the increased island size in QD 

sample red-shifted the DOS separation while liquid helium temperatures slowed down the lattice 

vibrations that blue-shifted the DOS separation.  We can reasonably infer that the peak at 1400 

nm in our PL data belonged to e1-hh1 optical transition within the InAs islands.  A curve fitting 

procedure was performed using Origin 8.5.1 (student version) for the peak recorded at 1400 nm 

wavelength which separated that peak into 5 separate Gaussian peaks, see Fig. 4.18.  Those 

peaks had maxims occurring at 1350 (I), 1372 (II), 1408 (III), 1437 (IV) and 1456 (V) nm 

wavelengths.  Previously in Fig. 4.16 (a) we have seen that the QD sample had some islands of 

about 25 and 42 nm size while majority of the islands were narrowly distributed around 35 nm ± 

3nm size.  Photon transitions within the small and large islands could be attributed to peaks I, II 
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and IV,V; respectively while the photon activity of peak III is attributed to the narrowly distributed 

islands.  The overall low PL intensity of the 1400 nm peak compared to the InGaAs buffer and 

intrinsic peaks is attributed to the fact that the top section of islands consisted of strain released 

pure InAs, that exhibited 3D confinements, and this section of the islands had a relatively very 

small volume fraction and eventually the absorption coefficient compared to rest of the sample. 

 

Fig. 4.16 AFM images for (a) QD and (b) GT-QD [Ghanad-Tavakoli, 2009] 

 

 

Fig. 4.17 (a) Electron and (b) hole density of states [Ghanad-Tavakoli, 2009] 
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Fig. 4.18 Photoluminescence at 1400 nm from QD sample 

 

In summary, this chapter has outlined the kinetic factors responsible for optimal 

epitaxial growth conditions of QD and HOM samples.  The X-ray results provided lattice 

constants of the buffer and intrinsic layers which were used to calculate the buffer and emitter 

layer alloy compositions.  AFM results recorded structural properties of the islands.  

Photoluminescence spectroscopy corroborated analysis of X-ray results along with a long IR PL 

peak, which when correlated with a previously published report, was reasonably assigned to a 

photon activity restricted to InAs islands.  The structural and electronic properties realized after 

the analysis of QD and HOM devices have been used as a basis for the epitaxial strain analysis 

and photocurrent behavior discussions in Chapters 5 and 6 respectively. 
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CHAPTER 5 

ANALYSIS OF SUPPRESSION OF DISLOCATIONS 

This chapter primarily concerns with the phenomenon of dislocation generation in the 

lattice mis-matched semiconductor devices.  Using the elastic strain release theory, discussed 

previously in Section 2.1.2, an analysis is presented that studies enhanced misfit strain 

absorption within the QD device (Z682, see Appendix A) without the generation of dislocations.  

In Section 5.1 the theory behind critical epilayer thickness is briefly presented with its 

application to InGaAs buffer layer in the QD device.  Section 5.2 outlines a calculation of the 

intrinsic region thickness and average lattice constant using cross-sectional high resolution 

transmission electron microscopy images, x-ray diffraction curves and photoluminescence data.  

These results are used to calculate the critical thickness and compared with the actual 

experimental evidence along with a strain comparison between HOM (Z673, see Appendix A) 

and QD samples.  Section 5.3 presents an analysis of strain release as a function of the misfit 

using x-ray diffraction data.  A signature of the elastic and plastic regions of a biaxially strained 

epilayer that is captured in the x-ray characterizations is discussed.  Section 5.4 uses the 

understanding of strain release mechanism from Section 5.3 to compare the strain build-up 

within the QD and HOM samples.  Section 5.5 outlines a dark current comparison between QD 

and HOM samples.  Section 5.6 compares the buffer layer growth method, employed in this 

work, with the previous attempts at strain reduction in the lattice mismatched semiconductor 

systems. 

5.1 Critical Epilayer Thickness  

The epitaxial growth of lattice mismatched layers, called heteroepitaxy, is defined by 

the misfit strain (f) between the two layers as, 
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0

0




 af                                                                                                          (1.1) 

where ‘δa’ and ‘δ0’ are the lattice constants of the epilayer and substrate, respectively.  On an 

account of the elastic properties of the atomic bonds in a semiconductor this misfit is absorbed 

by the epilayer atoms by undergoing stretching and bending thereby increasing the strain 

energy, Eε, of that epilayer.  This phenomenon of biaxial straining continues for the lattice 

mismatched growth until epilayer reaches a critical thickness, hc, at which Eε becomes higher 

than the energy to generate one dislocation, Ed.  At this critical point the thermodynamics of the 

system favor the generation of a dislocation by breaking one of the atomic bonds at the 

epilayer-substrate interface since a section of the epilayer in the vicinity of interface undergoes 

higher biaxial straining compared to the rest of the epilayer.  Up to hc the elastic fraction, ε, of 

the epilayer strain energy matches the entire misfit, f, but for an epilayer thickness ≥ hc a part of 

the misfit is absorbed elastically while the rest is absorbed plastically, p, by forming misfit 

dislocations. 

 chhf  ,                                                                                                        (5.1) 

 chhpf  ,                                                                                                   (5.2) 

Recalling a discussion from Section 2.1.2, the first attempt to calculate the critical 

thickness for a heteroepitaxial growth of face centered cubic metals was performed by Frank 

and Van der Merwe (FVM) [2.5, 5.1, 2.7, 5.2] based on a one dimensional dislocation model 

proposed earlier by Frenkel and Kontorova [2.6].  Later Matthews grew gold on top of a 

palladium substrate by vapor deposition method and he reported dislocation free epilayer 

growths thicker than FVM model [2.9].  Matthews speculated effects of (a) diffusion between 

layers forming an alloy, (b) strain energy within the palladium substrate since it was initially 

grown on a sodium chloride crystal and (c) the departure of the mechanism of dislocation 

generation from FVM model.  Using continuum elasticity theory Matthews and Blakeslee (MB) 

proposed their own model of critical thickness for the semiconductor epitaxial growths that 
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incorporated 600 dislocations [2.11].  Another attempt to formulate critical thickness came from 

People and Bean (PB) for germanium-silicon systems using energy balance criteria [5.3].  

Based on their experimental data PB generated an expression for critical thickness and 

compared it to the MB and FVM models, see Fig. 5.1.  For less than 1.5% of misfit PB recorded 

higher critical thicknesses than both FVM and MB, for 1.5% ≤ f ≤ 2.5% PB recorded higher 

critical thickness than FM prediction but lower than MB’s prediction while for more than 3% 

misfit PB’s experimental data showed lower critical thickness than both FVM and MB 

predictions.  MB had previously proposed that at critical thickness the line tension in a threading 

dislocation, overgrown from a substrate into the epilayer, increases thereby bowing and 

extending that dislocation to form an interface dislocation via glide mechanism, which according 

to PB was not possible for less than 2% misfit systems.  PB proposed a half-loop surface 

nucleation phenomenon which glides from the surface to interface forming a misfit dislocation.  

In response to this mechanism Fitzgerald noted that a set of pre-requisites for the half-loop 

mechanism, such as inhomogeneity, drastic change in the growth mode (roughening instead of 

smooth 2-dimensional) and cross-contamination in the form of particulates/impurities from the 

deposition source or the vacuum chamber in an ultra-high vacuum epitaxial growth tool; are 

becoming obsolete due to a constant evolution of the substrate cleaning procedures, purity of 

sources, slow growth kinetics and horizontal deposition plane of the growth tool [1.2].  In this 

project our growth systems had less than 2% of lattice mismatch so we presume misfit strain 

release via breaking of atomic bonds at the epilayer-substrate interface, but we do adopt 

Matthews-Blakeslee critical thickness model for the prediction of defect generation in an 

epitaxial multi-layer system, given as [5.4], 
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                                                                                (5.3) 

In Eqn. 5.3 ε is the strain fraction of the total misfit that is absorbed elastically, b is the Burger’s 

vector (4 Å for 600 dislocations in III-V semiconductors), ν is Poisson’s ratio of the epilayer, λ is  
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Fig. 5.1 A comparison of critical thickness models [People-Bean, 1985] 

 

the angle between the slip direction and that direction in the film plane which is perpendicular to 

the line of intersection of slip plane and the interface, α is the angle between the dislocation line 

and its Burgers vector (cos α = cos λ = ½, for III-V semiconductor systems) and h is the 

thickness of the epilayer.  For h < hc 1

f

 , but for h ≥ hc 1

f

.  Using Eqn. 5.3 we can 

calculate the critical thickness for our In0.15Ga0.85As/GaAs system.  For an In0.15Ga0.85As (δa = 

5.714 Å) alloy to be grown on a GaAs substrate (δ0 = 5.653 Å) the misfit (f) is 0.011.  

In0.15Ga0.85As and GaAs are zinc-blende structures that generate 600 interface dislocations with 

a Burger’s vector b = 4 Å and the Poisson’s ratio for the In0.15Ga0.85As buffer layer ν = 0.316 (all 

of the values are taken and calculated from Adachi [2.3]).  Elastic strain fraction (ε) decay with 

the increasing thickness of In0.15Ga0.85As epilayer is shown in Fig. 5.2.  At ε = 1 the critical 

thickness is 1070 Å.  However MB’s model is applicable to multi-layer growths and assumes 

strain generation via glide mechanism which, as mentioned previously, does not apply to less 
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than 2% misfit systems and MB noted [5.4] that Eqn. 5.3 predicts 4 times smaller thickness in 

single layer growths, so it is expected that the In0.15Ga0.85As/GaAs system should allow thicker 

epilayer growths than 1070 Å.  In the next section we analyze the structural and optical 

properties of the 5-layered intrinsic region of our p-i-n QD device. 

 

Fig. 5.2 Critical thickness for In0.15Ga0.85As/GaAs system 

 

5.2 Microstructure 

5.2.1 Average lattice constant 

Epitaxially grown In0.15Ga0.85As (p)/InAs(i)/In0.15Ga0.85As(n) quantum dot (QD) device 

consisted of an intrinsic region with 5 InAs QD layers (single QD layer = 2.1 ML) with each InAs 

layer grown on an undoped GaAs seed (3 nm) and capped by un-doped In0.15Ga0.85As layer (3 

nm).  2.1 ML of un-doped InAs would translate into 6.4 Å, or 0.64 nm however the AFM studies 

previously have indicated quantum dot heights of 7 ± 1 nm as a result of the Stranski-Krastanov 

strain release growth mode.  Using AFM results the total thickness of one intrinsic layer, i.e. 

seed, island and capping layer together, will measure 13 nm and hence a 5 layered stack will be 
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65 nm thick.  Cross-sectional high resolution transmission electron microscopy measurements 

(HRTEM), on the other hand, suggested a bit different case for the thickness of intrinsic region, 

see Fig. 5.3.  Each intrinsic region, consisting of a seed, island and capping layer, is marked by 

arrows along with the direction of growth.  It is evident from the HRTEM image that each 

individual intrinsic layer had a different thickness than the other in spite of the manual efforts to 

grow as even layers as possible.  The variation of layer thicknesses is attributed to (a) manual 

operation and the related human error and (b) the malfunction of the solenoid operated gallium 

k-cell shutter which, sometimes, did not close at the first actuation command and had to be re-

attempted.  Using cross-sectional HRTEM image the stack layers thicknesses were measured 

with the details outlined in Table 5.1, indicating the total stack thickness as 145 nm.  QD p-i-n 

sample was also tested using x-ray diffraction (XRD) method and photoluminescence (PL) 

spectroscopy as you may recall from Section 4.4 and Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 that noted the 

existence of intrinsic region.  The x-ray data within the 2θ range of 64.40 – 65.20 (from Fig. 4.12) 

and the PL data within 900 – 1200 nm wavelength range (from Fig. 4.13) were curve fitted for 

Gaussian peak separation using Origin 8.5.1 (student version) and the corresponding results 

are seen Fig. 5.4.  Table 5.2 outlines properties of each individual Gauss peak and the 

corresponding indium fractions calculated using Vegard’s law [2.2] and Madelung’s expression 

for InGaAs band gap [4.21].  Multiple XRD and PL Gaussian peaks are attributed to (1) the 

phenomenon of interdiffusion between gallium and indium layers to form ternary alloys with 

elemental compositions other than the intended target structure and (2) biaxial straining of the 

atoms at each individual interface that changed their lattice constant.  Lower indium fraction PL-

I peak (x = 0.14) is believed to arise from GaAs seed layers that is likely to have some diffused 

indium content while PL peaks with a higher indium fraction (x ≥ 0.19) are thought to arise from 

the top part of an island and the surrounding InGaAs capping layer.  A blue-shift of the PL 

peaks and shifting of the XRD peaks towards In0.15Ga0.85As buffer layer due to lattice straining 

would predict a lower indium fraction for In-rich InGaAs layers but a higher indium fraction for 

Ga-rich GaAs layers. 
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Fig. 5.3 Cross-sectional bright-field HRTEM image showing the intrinsic region of QD device 

 

Table 5.1 Intrinsic layer thicknesses  

Intrinsic layer GaAs (nm) InAs (nm) In15Ga85As Cap (nm) 

1st 3 10 45 

2nd 3 5 10 

3rd 6 20 4 

4th 5 5 6 

5th 15 5 3 

 

In summary we assign indium fractions to individual layers as,  

GaAs seed layer = 0.1, δ1 = 5.694 Å 

InAs layer (Island + WL) = 0.4, δ2 = 5.815 Å 

InGaAs cap = 0.2, δ3 = 5.734 Å 

Using this set of layers and the layer thicknesses from Table 5.1, we can calculate the average 

lattice constant of the intrinsic region using following relation [2.74], 


 


i
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t

t
                                                                                                   (5.4) 
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δavg for the intrinsic region turns out to be 5.75 Å and using Vegard’s law the corresponding 

indium fraction for intrinsic region is 0.24. 

 

(a) 

  

(b) 

Fig. 5.4 Intrinsic regions in (a) PL and (b) X-ray spectra with Gaussian peaks 
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Table 5.2 Properties of Gaussian curves 

 

5.2.2 Critical thickness of the intrinsic region using MB model 

Previously discussed MB model was used to calculate the critical thickness for the 

epilayer/substrate combination of In0.24Ga0.76As intrinsic region and In0.15Ga0.85As substrate that 

had misfit strain, f, of 0.0063.  The Poisson’s ratio for the intrinsic region is 0.32 while rest of the 

mechanical properties for In0.24Ga0.76As layer are assumed similar to In0.15Ga0.85As.  Fig. 5.5 

shows a plot for the decay of elastic strain coefficient as a function of epilayer thickness with 

critical thickness predicted to be 2050 Å.  The cross-sectional HRTEM results, in Fig. 5.6, 

showed that the total intrinsic layer thickness is 145 nm (1450 A0) which is less than the MB 

prediction suggesting complete elastic absorption of the lattice misfit without generation of any 

dislocations, as HRTEM also shows a lack of any dislocations. 

5.2.3 Strain comparison between QD and HOM devices using MB model 

Fig. 5.7 shows a strain diagram comparison between (a) QD and (b) HOM samples.  In 

both the samples the In0.15Ga0.85As base layer has a higher lattice constant than the GaAs 

substrate layer resulting in a total misfit strain, f, as 0.011 that makes the base layer to 

experience compressive straining.  For the HOM sample this compressive strain continues from 

Peak Position Adjusted for Room Temp. Indium fraction 

PL – I 981 nm/ 1.26eV 1.22 eV 0.14 

PL – II 1015 nm/ 1.22 eV 1.19 eV 0.16 

PL – III 1047 nm/ 1.18 eV 1.15 eV 0.19 

PL – IV 1055 nm/ 1.17 eV 1.14 eV 0.2 

PL – V 1096 nm/ 1.13 eV 1.1 eV 0.23 

XRD – A 65.0660 - 0.18 

XRD – B 64.9810 - 0.2 

XRD - C 64.8890 - 0.22 
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Fig. 5.5 Elastic strain decay in In0.24Ga0.76As/In0.15Ga0.85As epitaxial growth system 

 

Fig. 5.6 Cross-sectional HRTEM image of QD device showing no evidence of dislocations 

 

the n-doped base layer to the p-doped top (emitter) layer.  This trend of strain continuation is 

changed for the QD sample due to an added step of incorporation of  intrinsic region.  Within the 

intrinsic region the GaAs seed layer experiences tensile strain, InAs layer is compressively 

strained while In0.15Ga0.85As capping layer undergoes tensile strain.  From the average lattice 

constant calculations, in Section 5.2.1, the intrinsic region lattice constant is 5.75 Å which is 
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higher than the buffer layer so, cumulatively, the intrinsic region is compressively strained.  For 

the p-doped In0.15Ga0.85As top layer in QD device the situation is reverse of the top layer in HOM 

device.  The top layer in QD device has a lower lattice constant compared to the intrinsic region 

which, now, acts as a substrate subjecting the top layer under tension as opposed to the top 

layer in HOM sample which is under compression.  The top layer/intrinsic region heteroepitaxy 

is almost identical to the intrinsic/buffer layer scenario, except for the Poisson’s ratio which is 

0.314 and since the top layer thickness is 200 nm it is within the critical thickness.  Strictly 

adhering to the MB model, the calculated plastic strain in HOM sample is 0.008844 for a total 

700 nm thickness.  On the other hand the plastic strain in QD device is incorporated only up to 

the growth of 500 nm base layer, which is 0.0081 since the intrinsic and top layer thicknesses 

are well within the elastic limits.  In comparison the HOM sample incorporated extra 7x10-4 units 

of plastic strain (approx. 7.5% of total misfit) than QD sample in the form interface misfit 

dislocations that could act as free carrier traps but an added step of intrinsic region growth in 

the QD sample minimized dislocations.  Now consider an alternate scenario consisting of the 

exact intrinsic region growth directly atop a GaAs substrate.  This heteroepitaxy would suffer 

from an increased misfit strain, f = 0.017 (higher than the intrinsic/buffer layer combination by 

almost a factor of 2) that would translate into a critical thickness of 64 nm which would trigger 

strain release during the deposition of 3rd intrinsic layer.  So theoretically the buffer layer pins 

down the dislocation generation.  Another aspect to be noticed is the strain reversal in the top 

layer lowering the cumulative strain absorbed in the QD sample compared to HOM sample.  

Now so far the cross-sectional HRTEM image is the only experimental evidence for QD device 

along with critical thickness calculations from MB model to support this theory of suppression of 

dislocations.  A direct comparison of experimental data for both QD and HOM samples came 

from analysis of X-ray curves and the dark-current behavior.  Before we compare that set of 

data, the next section introduces biaxially strained epilayers and their signature in the x-ray 

diffraction plots. 
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Fig. 5.7 Strain diagram of (a) HOM and (b) QD sample 

 

5.3 Misfit Variation Analysis 

5.3.1 Evidence of pseudo InGaAs layer 

Four samples were grown using MBE that had 500 nm of InGaAs layers atop a GaAs 

(001) substrate with increasing indium content from 14 % to 30 %.  Those samples were labeled 

Z680 (14%), Z677 (18%), Z678 (24%) and Z679 (30%), see Appendix A, with the corresponding 

misfit as, 1%, 1.3%, 1.7% and 2.2%; respectively.  Fig. 5.8 shows the X-ray curves for all of the 

samples normalized against GaAs substrate peak at 66.020.  The InGaAs peaks were 

registered at decreasing 2θ values as the indium content increased.  For all of the samples a 

small ‘bump’ was registered at approx. 65.70 which when expanded looked like the inset in Fig. 

5.8.  Notice the change of y-axis scale from normal to logarithmic.  The curves in the inset are a 

result of diffraction from (004) planes of the part of the epilayer in the vicinity of interface which 

is bi-axially strained prior to the existence of targeted lattice constant.  To reminisce, the InGaAs 

layers are grown by keeping the indium, gallium and arsenic shutters open and maintaining the 

k-cell temperatures constant so that there is no possibility of indium content variation during 

each buffer layer growth.  What can be seen from the inset is that the sample with 1% misfit 

shows highest peak emerging from strained lattice while the rest of the samples show some 
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reduction in the peak height as the misfit increases.  Amongst rest of the three samples the 

peak intensity increases a bit as the misfit increases from 1.3 to 2.2%.  Also can be noticed from 

the main plot is the reduction in InGaAs peak intensity as the misfit increases from 1 to 1.7 but 

for higher misfit it increases again.  To study this trend the pseudo regions from each sample 

are analyzed in the next section. 

 

Fig. 5.8 X-ray curves for samples with misfit variation 

 

5.3.2 Strain release signature in pseudo layers 

Each X-ray plot in Fig 5.8 was analyzed using Gaussian curve fitting using Origin software.  An 

example of this curve fitting is seen in Fig. 5.9 that shows logarithmic counts per second vs. 2θ 

plot for 1% misfit sample.  The ‘bump’ in the normalized CPS plot in Fig. 5.8 was enhanced by 

taking a logarithm of CPS and then each individual peak was selected for Gaussian fitting 
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procedure with a baseline value of 1 so that the intensity of resultant GaAs and InGaAs 

Gaussian peaks were as close as possible to the experimental data.  The pseudo peaks 

occurred at 65.73 (peak-1) and 65.89 (peak-2) degrees resembling elastically and plastically 

strained epilayers, respectively, that reside in the vicinity of the interface.  Recalling Fig. 2.4 

when the stored elastic strain energy exceeds the energy of misfit dislocation generation then it 

releases the stored strain energy by breaking an atomic bond at the epilayer-substrate interface 

forming a biaxially strained epilayer with a lattice constant slightly lower (departure towards 

GaAs lattice constant) than the elastically strained epilayer.  Hence the positions of peaks 1 and 

2 translate into higher and lower lattice constants that resemble elastically and plastically 

strained pseudo layers, respectively.  Using similar curve fitting procedure pseudo peaks 1 and 

2 were generated for higher misfit samples and a comparison of all of the Gaussian peaks is 

seen in Fig. 5.10.  The legend designates the curves for each set of misfit Gauss peaks and 

Table 5.3 outlines the peak positions and heights.  For all of the samples the positions of peak 1 

remained within 0.008 deg. and those of peak 2 within 0.007 deg. suggesting no significant 

trend.  On the other hand a variation in the intensity of both the peaks did exhibit a trend.  The 

intensity of peak-1 reduced as the misfit increased from 1 to 1.3 which is attributed to the 

reduction in the volume of the higher lattice constant pseudo layer as the epilayer experienced 

an increment in the misfit and released it by generating dislocations.  In other words, higher 

misfit resulted in a lower hc so for identical buffer layer thicknesses the higher misfit sample 

generated more dislocations which increased the volume of the pseudo layer that housed 

defects which is duplicated as an increment in the intensity of peak-2.  From 1.3 to 1.7% of 

misfit change, the peak-2 intensity increases significantly.  This suggests enhanced strain 

release with 1.7% misfit.  Peak-2 for 1.7% exhibited maximum intensity amongst all of the 

samples suggesting maximum absorption of misfit strain via a combination of elastic and plastic 

straining which was replicated as the weakest InGaAs peak intensity in the main plot of Fig. 5.8.  

For 2.2 % misfit the peak 1 remains relatively unchanged while peak-2 height reduces below 

that of 1.3% misfit.  However we see in Fig. 5.8 that the main InGaAs peak intensity for 2.2%  
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Fig. 5.9 Curve fitting of XRD data of 1% misfit sample 

 

Fig. 5.10 Comparison of pseudo fit peaks as a function of misfits 
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misfit sample was increased as the indium fraction increased.  Meaning the InGaAs epilayer in 

sample Z679 released a substantial amount of strain via interface dislocation generation and an 

additional mechanism that led to the emergence of a relaxed buffer layer with the intended 

stoichiometry.  It has been observed in the literature that for an InGaAs/GaAs epitaxial growth 

system with indium content < 30% the process follows a 2 dimensional (2D) epilayer growth but 

beyond 30%, which is for misfit ≥ 2.1%, the epitaxial growth follows a 3 dimensional (3D) growth 

mechanism [1.2] generating edge type dislocations.  These dislocations have burger’s vector as 

½d <110> and possess (001) <110> slip system making them sessile.  It is worth noting that 

such dislocations have longer range of strain field but reduce the misfit strain considerably so 

that the epilayer with high misfit is relaxed at an early stage of growth.  Generation of edge 

dislocations is thought to be a result of coalescence of 3D islands in some cases [2.37] while in 

other cases it is thought to be a result of the interaction between interface misfit dislocations 

and bending of misfit dislocations [2.37].  We recorded evidence of such threading dislocation 

during the growth of sample Z683 (Appendix A).  This sample was a p-i-n diode with almost 

identical QD growth conditions as QD device (Z682) except the capping layer had 30% of InAs, 

as opposed to 15% in QD device.  This growth was an attempt to reduce the lattice constant 

from InAs QD layer to the next GaAs seeding layer by incorporating In0.3Ga0.7As cap that would 

gradually reduce the misfit compared to an abrupt change from InAs to In0.15Ga0.85As.  Both the 

devices were fabricated into TEM samples and characterized using HRTEM, see Fig. 5.11.  

Clearly the inclusion of In0.3Ga0.7As capping layer generated high density of threading 

dislocations that lied at 450 to the growth direction and continued in the top emitter layer.  

RHEED images for this samples exhibited diffused pattern doe to uneven growth fronts.  This 

transformation of growth mode from 2D to 3D is expected to have occurred in the sample with 

2.2 % misift.  A signature of the edge type threading dislocations is hard to resolve in XRD plots 

because the epilayer in the vicinity of the threading dislocation is relaxed to the intended alloy 

lattice constant but we can reasonably infer strain relaxation by the re-emergence of the InGaAs 

buffer layer peak, which was almost invisible for 1.7% misfit. 
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Table 5.3 Properties of pseudo peaks as a function of misfit 

Peak Misfit Position (deg) Height (au) Dislocation type  

1 

1% 
65.725 0.320 

600  

1.3% 
65.730 0.256 

600 

1.7% 
65.722 0.259 

600 

2.2% 
65.729 0.267 

600, edge  

2 

1% 
65.889 0.338 

600 

1.3% 
65.893 0.441 

600 

1.7% 
65.895 0.473 

600 

2.2% 
65.888 0.428 

600, edge  

 

 

Fig. 5.11 Capping layer growth comparison as (a) 2D with In0.15Ga0.85As and (b) 3D with 
In0.3Ga0.7As 

 

5.4 Strain Release Comparison between QD and HOM Samples 

The Gaussian curve fitting procedure was also conducted for QD and HOM samples.  

Fig. 5.12 shows normalized CPS vs. 2θ plots for QD (solid) and HOM (dash) devices with a 

similar bump, as seen previously, recorded at around 65.70 which is zoomed into the inset as 

log normalized CPS vs. 2θ plot.  The logarithmic CPS vs. 2θ plot was separated into individual 
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Gaussian peaks against a log CPS baseline value of 1.2 and the resultant peaks are compared 

in Fig. 5.13 and the peak properties are outlined in Table 5.4.  The peak-1 positions were within 

0.0040 and peak-2 within 0.0050 of difference, respectively, between the QD and HOM samples.  

The intensity of peak-1 reduced slightly from QD to HOM sample indicating elastic strain 

release while corresponding peak-2 intensity recorded a considerable increment in HOM 

sample indicating higher volume of the pseudo layer with interface defects, compared to QD 

sample.  This analytical data confirms the previous theoretical calculations that the QD sample 

minimizes generation of dislocations.  

 
Fig. 5.12 X-ray peaks for QD and HOM sample 
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Fig. 5.13 Comparison of Gauss peaks resembling pseudo regions in QD and HOM samples 

 

Table 5.4 Gaussian peaks from QD and HOM samples 

Peak Sample Position Height (au) Dislocation type

1 
QD 65.738 0.288 600 

HOM 65.742 0.283 600 

2 
QD 65.864 0.099 600 

HOM 65.859 0.151 600 

 

5.5 Current-Voltage Measurements for QD and HOM Samples 

Discussion in the previous section and the misfit strain releases calculations have 

shown that the quantum dot sample has minimized the generation of dislocations compared to 

its counterpart homojunction device, made up of the barrier material without any intrinsic region.  

To conduct a current-voltage performance characterization the QD and HOM samples were 

fabricated using lithography, etching and sputtering, as described in Chapter 3, into a set of 

devices with Pt contacts on base and top layers, see Fig. 5.14.  The samples were tested for 
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diode behavior using a four-probe tool without any illumination and the results are shown in Fig. 

5.15.  The data shows a stark reduction in the QD dark current compared to the HOM device.  

Recalling the expressions for radiative (Jrad) and non-radiative (Shockley-Hall-Read, JSHR) 

current densities in a diode [2.67, 2.68], 
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Where V is the applied bias, W is the space charge width, ni is the intrinsic carrier density, k is 

the Boltzmann’s constant, τn and τp are electron and hole lifetimes, T is the substrate 

temperature and J0 is the reverse saturation current.  JSHR represents the current by non-

radiative recombination as a result of trapping of the free carriers at the defect sites which along 

with Jrad forms the total dark current as, 

nkT

qV

dark eJJ 0                                                                                                    (2.28) 

where ‘n’ is the ideality factor for a device.  For n values close to 1 a device is radiatively 

dominated while a device that is non-radiatively dominated results into higher values of n.  It 

should be noted that higher the contribution from non-radiative current in a diode higher will be 

the total dark current.  When applied to the experimental evidence of dark current behaviors of 

QD and HOM samples we can infer that higher dark current from the HOM structure is 

attributable to the growth of top layer that continues to suffer compressive strain, same as the 

base layer, and releases the misfit strain by generating extra defects. The QD device, on the 

other hand, generates defects only during the growth of the base layer and once the kinetics of 

growth are changed for deposition of the intrinsic layers then the base layer in QD sample acts  
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Fig. 5.14 Device structure after lithography, etching and metal deposition 

 

 

Fig. 5.15 Dark current comparison 

 

as a substrate that imposes a lower lattice misfit towards the intrinsic region setting a higher 

strain release threshold.  The thickness of the intrinsic region remains lower than the critical 

thickness predicted by Matthews-Blakeslee [5.2] and once again when the kinetics are changed 
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for the top layer growth then this layer suffer from tensile strain, as opposed to compression in 

the HOM, and the top layer thickness, lower than hc, does not trigger any dislocations in that 

layer.  Dark current behavior shown in Fig. 5.15 came as a surprise during the course of this 

work that warranted a further review of growth conditions, electron microscopy 

characterizations, PL spectroscopy and especially X-ray data which exhibited a signature of the 

biaxially strained pseudomorphic layers, with higher and lower lattice constants, respectively; 

representing elastic and defective regions in the vicinity of epilayer-substrate interface, that 

helped understand improved strain build-up within the QD device compared to HOM. 

5.6 A Comparison of the Method of Buffer Layer Growth to Previous Attempts at Dislocation 
Reduction 

 
In the past there have been attempts at reducing dislocations in the lattice mismatched 

epitaxial growths that consisted of,  

a. Substrate patterning [2.38, 2.39]: This method used a mesa patterned 

substrate that allowed heteroepitaxial growth of small sized structures that 

imposed a shorter dislocation glide length to exit at the sample edge so that 

the probability of dislocations interactions, responsible for the generation of 

sessile edge dislocations, were lowered. This method suffered from a 

drawback that it shortened the active device area making it unsuitable for 

optoelectronic applications, such as photovoltaic devices.  Moreover the 

presumption of glide mechanism is under doubt [5.3] and is not a widely 

accepted phenomenon in the scientific community affecting acceptance of 

this method. 

b. Strained-layer superlattice [2.33]: This method employed a deposition step 

of few nanometer thick layer of a material with a significant lattice mismatch 

to the underlying substrate in an attempt to trigger the dislocation glide.  

This method, unfortunately, was successful in lowering dislocation density 
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only by 5 – 10% and actually was responsible for enhanced dislocation 

interactions to generate edge-type defects. 

c. Compositional grading [2.40]: This method involved epitaxial deposition of 

an alloy compositionally graded (CG) at the rate of, e.g., 0.1 (elemental 

fraction) per μm thickness on a lattice mismatched substrate.  Due to low 

misfit at each step of grading the possibility of high strain release build-up 

was reduced drastically.  A drawback for this method is the necessity to 

grow thick layers that require long times making this technique inefficient, 

plus thick compositionally graded layers invited a moderate to significant 

compromise on the freedom of band gap design, which actually is an 

expected asset of lattice mismatched systems. 

d. Strain balancing [2.73]: To surpass the Shockley-Queisser solar cell 

efficiency limit [2.71] quantum dots based p-i-n devices have been 

proposed [2.72, 2.73] that would absorb solar irradiation in a wider range 

than a single band gap structure thereby enhancing the carriersdensity and 

eventually the photovoltaic efficiency.  The proposed design employed low 

dimensional low band gap structures to be sandwiched within the intrinsic 

region.  The work in the field of QD based p-i-n devices is currently in its 

infancy as it tries to minimize dislocations within the intrinsic region 

generated as a result of lattice misfit between quantum dot structures and 

the matrix.  Lately strain-balancing method has been employed which 

consisted of InAs QD island capping by an alloy that had a lattice constant 

less the underlying GaAs substrate.  By selecting appropriate thickness of 

the capping layer strain balancing attempts to match the average lattice 

constant of the intrinsic region as close as possible to the GaAs substrate 

so that the total misfit is almost zero.  As mentioned in Chapter 2, this 

method has shown some improvement [2.76] in enhancing the short circuit 
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current density (Jsc) compared to a control p-n device made up of the 

barrier material.  However strain balancing has shown higher dark current 

compared to the p-n control device suggesting defect generations in spite of 

substrate lattice constant matching. 

In the wake of the drawbacks of those aforementioned defect reduction methods our 

approach of buffer layer growth establishes following advantages: 

1. Simplicity: The buffer layer method requires deposition of an epilayer with an 

intermediate lattice constant that would act as a substrate with a lower lattice misfit 

for the subsequent intrinsic region growths.  This aspect discards the complications 

involved in the strain balancing approach like employing more than three elements 

for the entire growth mode [2.76, 2.78]. 

2. Efficient device fabrication: The thickness of the buffer layer in our QD sample was 

0.5 μm and it was sufficient to form a substrate with a closer lattice constant to the 

intrinsic layers.  This aspect overcomes the inefficient time considerations 

encountered during compositional grading method. 

3. Band gap freedom: The buffer layer growth might affect band gap design freedom 

in a minor to negligible degree but definitely would provide more freedom than 

compositional grading. 

4. Better thermal stress management: By incorporating closely matched lattice alloy 

compositions the entire device can withstand thermal stress for a broader range of 

device growth temperatures.  This is advantageous overstrain balancing method 

that incorporates drastically different intrinsic region elements with different thermal 

expansion co-efficients that would enhance the thermal stress gradient within the 

adjacent layers making it unsuitable for wider substrate temperature kinetics. 

5. Easier assessment of strain build-up: This aspect of the buffer layer method is a 

key advantage over all of the previous methods, especially strain balancing.  Strain 

balancing approach attempts to pre-assess the average lattice constant of the 
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intrinsic region prior to the growth and given the anisotropic nature of the structure 

and morphology of quantum dot islands it is very difficult to anticipate the strain 

build-up.  Plus in an attempt to keep the lattice constant of the capping layer lower 

than the substrate it actually introduces significant misfit strain between islands and 

the capping layer that bolsters the interdiffusion phenomenon [4.14 – 4.16] thereby 

forming ternary and quaternary alloys.  In the buffer layer growth method the 

capping layer had the same alloy composition as the buffer layer because the misfit 

strain that triggers the dislocation generation had already been lowered.  The buffer 

layer method acknowledged the limitations over the anticipation of strain build up in 

the intrinsic region and solved the problem of high misfit before the islands were 

deposited. 

6. First instance of dark current reduction: To our knowledge there has been no report 

of dark current reduction in a lattice mismatched QD based p-i-n device compared 

to its counterpart p-n device made up of the barrier material.  As far as the current 

understanding of strain release and critical thickness behavior goes the QD device 

incorporated more misfit strain compared to HOM device and intuitively would have 

generated more dislocations.  However we witnessed a contradictory behavior 

since the QD device managed to absorb the misfit on an account of buffer layer 

incorporation and managed to pin down dislocation generation phenomenon. 

In summary, we have realized an innovative method to successfully grow a QD based 

p-i-n diode structure that minimized the generation of dislocations compared to its counterpart 

p-n structure.  The current-voltage measurements under illumination conditions were conducted 

on both the devices and the QD device showed a higher open circuit voltage (Voc) compared to 

the HOM device and is presented in Chapter 6.  A thorough analysis of those results is beyond 

the scope of this work, instead we provide a set of directions as a future work for photocurrent 

behavior analysis. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

6.1 Conclusions 

We have presented a new growth method that can minimize dislocations in a 

semiconductor quantum dots based p-i-n diode structure that can incorporate higher lattice 

strain compared to a p-n structure without quantum dots.  To our knowledge this is the first time 

a QD based p-i-n device has shown lower dark current than the corresponding p-n control 

device made up of the barrier material. 

The p-i-n diode structure consisting of an intrinsic region, with 5 layers of 2.1 monolayer 

(ML) indium arsenide (InAs) incorporated between In0.15Ga0.85As (p) and (n) layers, atop a 

gallium arsenide substrate, was grown using an ultra-high vacuum molecular beam epitaxy tool.  

The InAs ML absorbed a lattice misfit of approx. 7.2% which was released by forming islands by 

Stranski-Krastanov self-assembly method.  By optimizing the kinetics of epitaxial growth we 

were able to fabricate 35 ± 3 nm sized, high density (2.5 x 1010 per cm2) InAs quantum dots that 

exhibited pyramidal/dome shapes of 7 ± 1nm heights.  Low temperature (6K) 

photoluminescence (PL) characterization recorded photon activity at 1300 nm wavelength which 

was analyzed and determined to be emerging from strain released top portion of the islands that 

formed atomic like discrete density of states with an e1-hh1 transition energy of approx. 0.885 

eV.  A p-n device (HOM) was fabricated by epitaxial deposition of p and n-doped In0.15Ga0.85As 

layers without any quantum dots.  The QD and HOM samples were tested using x-ray diffraction 

and PL methods.  X-ray data was used to calculate the indium fraction in the base and top 

InGaAs layers, which was 0.145 and 0.152 for QD and HOM samples respectively.  X-ray and 

PL data resembling the intrinsic region in QD sample were analyzed to calculate the average 

lattice constant of intrinsic region as 5.75 Å. 
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The x-ray data exhibited a signature of the strain release mechanism for InGaAs base 

layer by recording a set of intermediate peaks resulting from (004) Brag diffractions off of the 

elastically strained and plastically relaxed sections of the base layer in the vicinity of base-

substrate interface.  A set of buffer layer growths with an increasing lattice misfit exhibited a 

reduction in the intensity of the peak corresponding to the elastic region and an enhancement of 

the intensity for the pseudo peak resembling the plastically relaxed region.  This analytical data 

suggested elastic strain release by breaking off atomic bonds in the vicinity of the interface.  A 

similar x-ray characterization was performed for QD and HOM samples.  The QD sample 

exhibited incorporation of higher elastic strain compared to HOM sample, even though HOM 

sample was set to a lower lattice misfit atop the GaAs substrate.  The increased number of 

defects in the HOM device acted as free carrier traps thereby recording higher dark (leakage) 

currents compared to QD device.  This analysis, along with the cross-sectional transmission 

electron microscopy images, helped formulate a new method of epitaxial growth that could 

control the strain build-up better than the previously reported methods.  The incorporation of 

buffer layer reduces the total misfit experienced by intrinsic region with advantages such as 

simplicity, fabrication efficiency, a minor to negligible compromise over band gap freedom, 

enhanced thermal stress management and a better assessment of strain build-up. 

6.2 Future Work 

The QD and HOM samples were fabricated using lithography, etching and metal deposition 

methods into a device to be used for current-voltage measurements, see Fig. 5.14.  It is to be 

noted that HOM device had identical epitaxial layers as the QD sample, except without any 

intrinsic region.  Those two devices were tested under 850, 950 and 1300 nm radiations by 

using an optical filter over an atomic mass zero (AM0) light source used for a four-probe testing 

tool.  The results of those tests are seen in Figs. 6.1 – 6.3.  The short circuit current density, Jsc 

and open circuit voltage, Voc, under all of the three illumination conditions are outlined in Table 

6.1.  The photocurrent behavior under 850 nm illumination is attributable to photon absorption 

by InGaAs base and emitter (top) layers in both the samples while under 950 nm illumination 
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conditions HOM device showed a negligible photocurrent activity whereas the intrinsic region of 

the QD device contributed towards the recorded photocurrent behavior.  The QD sample 

showed photon activity under long infrared conditions with Jsc of 0.16 μA/cm2 and a. Voc of 0.012 

V.  Recalling a discussion in Chapter 4 regarding PL spectra at approx. 1400 nm wavelength 

this long IR photocurrent would seem to be related to the quantum confined free carriers within 

the InAs islands.  However an interesting result is recorded as an enhancement of open circuit 

voltage in the QD device compared to the HOM sample, under near infrared illumination 

conditions.  This behavior has not been witnessed in the literature and using superposition 

approximation, Eqn. 2.29, it can be attributed to the reduced dislocations within the QD device 

compared to HOM, which resulted in a lower leakage current.  But at the same time the Jsc in 

HOM sample is higher than Jsc of the QD device by a factor of 10.  Both of these results are 

contradictory to the proposed theories of low-dimensional devices since they predict that (a) the 

short circuit current increases due to higher free carrier density and (b) the open circuit voltage 

is set by the higher band gap matrix material [2.79].  Moreover the mechanism of excitation of 

trapped free carriers is unclear.  Another thing to be noted is the ‘dips’ seen in the I-V data for 

QD device under long infra-red illuminations, at applied bias of -0.035, 0.01 and 0.04 V.  Those 

peaks were not recorded under dark conditions suggesting an unknown behavior related to 

excitation of quantum confined free carriers.  Unfortunately, at this point of time there is no 

definite analysis that can explain all of those recorded behaviors although we speculate either 

tunneling of carriers through adjacent layers eventually into the matrix or a phonon assisted 

excitation of trapped carriers to overcome the restrictions imposed by matrix band gap.  As far 

as the current understanding goes two types of characterizations could be performed as a 

future work, viz. (1) setting a constant bias and testing the photocurrent over a period of time to 

check for applied bias dependency that may provide an insight into coupling of wave functions 

within adjacent layers that could assist tunneling and (2) testing the photocurrent behavior by 

heating the sample over a range of temperatures to find out a relation, if there is any, between 
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phonons and confined carriers.  Also the enhancement of Voc and reduction of Jsc needs a 

review of the physics of quantum dots based devices. 

 

Fig. 6.1 Photocurrent behavior under 850 nm illumination 

 

Fig. 6.2 Photocurrent behavior under 950 nm illumination 
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Fig. 6.3 Photocurrent behavior of QD device under long infrared illumination 

 

Table 6.1 Photocurrent performance of QD and HOM samples under various illumination 
conditions. 

 
Filter Sample Jsc Voc 

850 nm 
QD 0.29 mA/cm2 0.25 V 

HOM 3.16 mA/cm2 0.18 V 

950 nm 
QD 63.5 μA/cm2 0.18 V 

HOM 294 μA/cm2 0.004 V

1300 nm QD 0.35 μA/cm2 0.012 V
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APPENDIX A 
 
 

EPITAXIAL GROWTH PARAMETERS FOR VARIOUS SAMPLES
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Sample 
No. 

Substrate 
Temperature 0C 

In/Ga 
BEP 
ratio 

As/In+Ga 
BEP 
ratio 

In (%) in 
buffer 
layer 

InAs growth 
rate (Å/sec, 

ML/sec) 

InAs 
deposition 

(ML) 

 
GaAs 

/InGaAs/InAs 
     

Z653 550/-/345 0.387 19.9 23.37 N/A None 

Z655 550/340/550 0.22 9.71 N/A N/A 3.4 

Z659 600/450/530 0.171 20.8 11.32 N/A None 

Z663 600/-/- 0.193 13.5 15.2 N/A None 

Z664 600/450/- 0.152 22.22 10.27 N/A None 

Z665 600/450/- 0.218 14.49 14.2 0.195, 0.063 2.9 

Z667 600/450/530 0.2179 14.06 13.8 0.195, 0.063 2.9 

Z669 600/450/530 - - 14.14 0.195, 0.063 2.9 

Z673 600/450/- 0.219 14 13.94 0.195, 0.063 None 

Z677 600/450/530 0.282 17.52 16.97 0.22, 0.073 2.5 

Z678 600/450/530 0.421 15.82 22.94 0.36, 0.121 3 

Z679 600/450/530 0.579 14.22 28.56 0.48, 0.16 2.72 

Z680 600/450/530 0.216 17.76 14.5 0.16, 0.054 2.1 

Z682 600/450/530 0.216 17.76 14.5 0.16, 0.054 2.1 

Z683 600/450/530 
0.216, 
0.579 

17.76, 
14.22 

14.5 
0.16, 

0.054/0.48, 
0.16 

2.1 

Z688 600/450/530 0.25 16.14 16.1 0.248, 0.08 3.2 

Z690 600/450/- 0.25 16.14 16.05 0.248, 0.08 3.2 
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